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Inkwell Held Hostage

From Armstrong Staff Reports

Each member of The Inkwell staff was
abducted and forced to spend the entire
summer locked up in Memorial College
Center- writing, writing, writing! The
new editor forced these poor, helpless crea
tures (I think they are endangered species)
into involuntary servitude- and the staff
slaved through the summer.
The most distressing obstacle facing
these new staff members was not the swel
tering summer heat, but the sassy, demand
ing, and overbearing editor. Staffers were
forced to learn to tune her voice out of their
thoughts, and they are better people for it.
The staff was rescued by an un
known super
hero with ahernia on Wednesday, Septem
ber 8,1993, atapproximately 12 a.m., when
the frustrated editor finally threw her arms
in the air, and said, "The hell with it— go!
The staff members, finally freed from
their momentous oppression, are now fre
sh,
energetic, and looking to grow! If you can
write, and vou care about the issues facinj

Gross Named
New History
Department Head
Dr. Jimmie Gross has been
named the acting head of the de
partment of history. Gross, who
joined the faculty at Armstrong in
1967 after having received his doc
toral degree from the University of
Georgia, was named acting head by
the department members after Dr.
Roger Warlick was named as the
Assistant Dean of the School of
Arts and Sciences.
Dr. Gross will remain the acting
head of t he history department for
the academic year and will remain
in his present office in Gamble 202C. He will also continue teaching.
Dr. Warlick's promotion (and
Dr. Gross's subsequent appoint
ment) is a part of a larger re-alignment of the School of Arts and
Sciences which The Inkwell will re
port about in afuture addition ofthe
-Michael Walker

Armstrong students, we want you on our
staff!
We have a myriad of ideas to improve
this publication, butweare alwaysopen to
suggestions. The Inkwell wants your in
put. Wehopetobecomethetruevoiceof
Armstrong State College.
The staff members for the 1993-1994
yearare: Shelley Carroll, Editor-in- Chief;
Michael Walker, assistant editor; Chris
Edenfield, Distribution and writer; Rob
ert Ashman, cartoonist; Jon Wright, pho
tographer; and staff writersSissy Boatright,
Joanna Gilmer, A. Humphries, Annette
Logue, CP. Nichols, Grace Robbins, and
Kristi Whittal. Special contributors over
the next quarter will include Dr. Richard
Nordquist, Darrell Stephens, Lynn Rob
erts, Anne Muller, and Dr. Yassi
Saadatmand.
Any contributions to The Inkwell
will be accepted for publication (provided
that material is in good taste) but is sub
ject to editorial approval.

I
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The 1993-1994 Inkwell Staff: ( left to right) Shelley Carroll, Editor; Darrell
Stephens; Grace Robbins; Annette Logue; Robert Ashman; and, bound and gagged
for your own safety, Michael Walker.

ASC Gets New
School Of Education
cellence which hasbeen established rary teachers. This helps usto avoid

During the summer, the Board
of Regents of the University System
of Georgia approved the upgrading
of Armstrong's Education Division
to the School of Education.
Increased numbers and mainte
nance of high quality instruction
are responsible for the upgrade. In
recent years the (then) Division has
doubled in enrollment from 400 to
800 students. Also, the School of
Education is one of only a quarter of
Georgia colleges and universities
with NCATE (National Council
for Accreditation of Teacher Edu
cation) accreditation.
Dr. LloydNewberry, the head of
the division since 1988, said that
the NCATE accreditation, "Is an
asset for Armstrong State as well as
those students who will graduate
from the School of Education. We
are very fortunate and proud tohave
such accreditation."
The upgrade of the Education
Division keeps in step with the ex-

the same materials year
in past years. 95% of A SC educa- teaching
•
tion students pass the Teacher's after year. It also givesour students
Certification Test on their first at- valuable experience for a future in
tempt as opposed to the state aver- teaching."
age of 85%.
"h is unfortunate that not all
Dr. Newberry attributes the sue- schools focus on these two points,"
cess of the division to two primary Newberry said, "because I feel that
reasons. First, Newberry points out, these are two essential reasons be" We have awonderful working rela- hind the success of our division."
tionship with the School of Arts
Whenever any upgrade takes
and Sciences. They continue to place, there is reorganization, but
provide our division with extremely this has not posed a problem for the
qualified students from their liberal education division. "We have been
arts curriculum. The School of Arts upgraded twice in the past three
and Sciences, I think, also appreci- years and we've been used to large
ates the value of a quality teacher numbers of students for quite some
education program and they arevery time now so the reorganization has
supportive of our program."
gone smoothly, Newberry said.
The second cause for success is
As for the future, Newberry exthe division's "Healthy collabora- pects to see "continued growth" in
tive efforts with the local public enrollment numbers. This factalone
school system." Dr. Newberry ex- seems to necessitate a new facility,
plains, "It is important to work with which Newberry feels is only "A
the school system to gain insight couple of year s away."
into the environment of contempo'Michael Walker
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of passage for many young adults in our cul
ture. But reentry students, in particular, will
increasingly come to view the campus as just
big deal.
one more resource center and not the place
Futurists tell us that before long students
where all learning occurs.
will be able to select courses not only from
The changes now being experienced in
local campuses but from colleges and univer
higher education are not wholly technologi
sities that may be hundreds or even thousands
cal. "Student-centered" education is the cur
of miles away. Correspondence study (taking
rent buzz phrase: a focus on learning, not
courses by mail) has provided this choice and
teaching; on performance, not attendance.
flexibility for a century, but the immediacy of
There is an increased recognition that people
telecommunications delivery and its growing
learn at all ages, in many places, and in a
acceptance by faculty promise to provide new
Before long, you (and your classmates expected to be linked in this fashion.
variety of ways. The classroom of the future
But don't be alarmed. The arrival of educational opportunities and a higher qual
and your instructor) may be on television. By
(and in some places the future is now) will
distance
learning doesn't mean that you'll be ity of instruction. You'll still be able to take
the start of ne xt term, Armstrong will have
extend to the workplace, libraries, and homes.
two distance learning classrooms, one in staring into a monitor instead of the crinkly a history course the traditional way— tr avel
So is distance learning a good thing or a
Gamble Hall and the other in the Health eyes of a kindly professor— at least not yet. ling to campus two nights a week. But you'll
bad thing— a means of providing new educa
The
focus
of
Armstrong's
initial
distance
learn
also have the option of taking the course in
Professions Building. Through two-way in
tional opportunities or yet further evidence of
teractive video (1TV), students sitting in a ing ventures will be in three areas— health your living room (through Mind Extension
cultural
decay? Pat answers can be found on
classroom in Brunswick or Statesboro, for professions, education, and criminal justice. University on cable) or in your home office
either
side
of the issue: the technocrats argue
instance, will be able to participate in a class And even then, only those faculty who are (via Internet on your computer).
that increased competition will lead to more
interested
in
experimenting
with
the
new
that you're taking at the same time on the
One thing is for certain: with the emer
Armstrong campus. So if you doze off in th e technology will be encouraged to participate. gence of distance learning, students' expecta effective instruction and smarter citizens; the
Looking down the road, however, we tions will increase. More and more, you will Luddites fear that distance learning signals
back of the classroom in Gamble, a dozen
students in Jesup may start whistling to wake can see that the implications ofdistance learn look for flexibility in scheduling and in course the defeat of higher education at the clickering are enormous— exciting to some, horrify requirements; you will be cost-conscious; you clutching hands of the telemorons. The real
you up.
Armstrong will be just one of a hundred ing to others. As commonly defined, distance will expect service and support; you will de answer, as usual, is probably a lot more com
sites in a network known as GSAMS-- the learning is the use of technology to link mand that you receive what you are given plicated than either of these views.
In any case, it's high time that we started
Georgia Statewide Academic and Medical students in different locations with faculty, credit for knowing.
System. Through a combination ofnew tech fellow students, and other learning resources.
This is not to say that school loyalties asking the questions, discussing the issues,
nologies (computers, remote-controlled cam In addition to the ITV system that Armstrong will disappear: as consumers, we may favor planning for the future. Distance learning is
eras, wireless microphones, 35" monitors, will be receiving, distance learning technolo certain stores on some basis other than cost or not very far away.
VCRs, and fax machines) , classes will be gies include satellites, computer conferencing, choice. Quality, for instance. And the devel
-Dr. Richard Nordquist
transmitted via telephone lines across the and integrated desktop workstations. Sup opment of distance learning opportunities
state. Within a few years, over four hundred port systems for such distance learning ve will not necessarily make traditional cam Dr. Richard Nordquist, affectionately called
sites (including schools, hospitals, and librar hicles include audio and video tapes, on-line puses obsolete. The experience of "going Dr. Midnight by students and colleagues, is
ies as well as colleges and universities) are library resources, telephonic office hours, and away to college" will remain a significant rite
ASC's Director of Nontraditional Learning.

Night Moi/es

electronic study groups. And just think how
a few years ago you thought Nintendo was a

Distance Learning Is Not Far Away

Dr. Richard Nordquist - Night Prowler
By Qrace Robbins
Dr. Richard Nordquist, the eccentric,
quick-witted dynamo of the English de
partment has recently taken on a newly
created administrative position as the Di
rector of Nontraditional Learning. This
multi-functional position, which involves
coordination of night and weekend pro
grams and the development of the new
distance-learning program, is well tailored
to Nordquist's innovative spirit. Since his
early days here at Armstrong, Nordquist
hasbeen breaking new groundand creating
programs designed to enhance the educa
tional atmosphere and to support the stu
dent body in general.
After receiving degrees from the State
University of New York and the University
of Leicester in England, Dr. Nordquist
taught in England, Scotland, Wales and
Germany before "fleeing back to the states"
in 1980 to be hired by ASC. It was during
his years as a temporary professor here that
he developed the Writing Center in Gamble
Hall in order to help students improve their
writing skills. Nordquist then left to earn
his Ph.D. from the University of Georgia
and returned to Armstrong, wasting no
time in overseeing the establishment of the
computer classroom in Gamble Hall
through a grantfrom IBM. He soon moved
on to publish Writing F.xerri^ and PasSJ2SS, tw o English composition textbooks
which have been used in the Developmen

tal Studies Department here at Armstrong
and in over 300 other colleges and univer
sities throughout the United States. His
recent career change is characteristic of Dr.
Nordquist's diversity and drive.
The new administrative position was
created in response to two recent develop
ments at ASC. One of these developments
was a proposal put forth by Nordquist as a
member of the Armstrong Executive Com
mittee to address the growing needs of re
entry and night students. His proposal was
based on the results of a detailed survey
conducted by Ms. Cynthia McCormick of
the Psychology Department, which revealed
the lack of services available to night stu
dents and the need for better coordination
of night classes. One of the functions of the
Director of Nontraditional Learning will
be to respond to the needs identified in the
survey.
Another recent development was the
introduction of the Distance Learning pro
gram by Dr. Frank A. Butler, Vice Presi
dent and Dean of Faculty. In this
nontraditional system of learning, Arm
strong will join a statewide network that
brings technology to the classroom through
satellite, cable, and telephonic transmis
sion of classes. Armstrong's first distance
learning classroom, which will be estab
lished this December in Gamble 112, will
also be under the supervision of Dr.
Nordquist. Through a two-way audio-video

system, classes will soon be transmitted to
and received from educational and corpo
rate sites throughout the state.
As stated in a recent interview, Dr.
Nordquist sees his new position as "still
defining itself." One of his tasks is to act as
a sort of "middleman" as he represents the
night students and works to improve condi
tions and provide new services for them-.
He is also working on developing weekend
and off-campus programs to extend educa
tional opportunities for working students
through the addition of new classes.
As the fall quarter begins, the Office of
Nontraditional Learning finds itself, tem
porarily, withoutanoffice. Nordquistpromises to "prowl" the campus for a few weeks
until his new office inGamble 104 becomes
available. In fact, if it weren't for the
generosity of the current occupant of
Gamble 104—Mr. Alfred Owens, the Di
rector of Minority Affairs—Nordquist might
have been left homeless for more that just
a few weeks. "Mr. Owens is more than a
good friend and colleague," Nordquist says.
"He's the best relief pitcher on campus."
The Office of Minority Affairs will soon be
located in expanded quarters in the new
Administrative Annex.
Dr. Nordquist will be on campus most
weekdays from l-9p.m. and can be reached
by phone, starting September 23, at 9215626. In addition to his new responsibili
ties, Nordquist will be keeping his hand in

teaching by offering a weekend class in
English 101. "I enjoy teaching," he in
sisted. "Infact, I hope to return to teaching
full time one day. My recent schedule
keeps me from writing, reading and teaching-and frankly, those are the things that
keep me alive." Whether or not he returns
to teaching, one thing is certain. Dr.
Nordquist will continue to have a positive
impact on the student body here at Arm
strong with his continued support and de
termination.
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In ft Pig's Eye- a REAL woman's perspective
sages, telling them I think it was Timmy or here has become my other saving grace.
Editor's Note: off, hamsters still get loose, and kids still get
Anne. They stay on the phone for hours The younger oneshelp me accept the cloned
Annette's col' hungry. 1 now organize my day with a lot of
trying to figure out who called. When my strangers that mosey out of my teenagers
umn will be a room for crisis. Someone told me that
nephew comes to visit, we play let s be room on any given day, keeping me young.
regular one! mothers always have the ability to do ten
friends," and he draws a picture for me or The older ones make me feel that I am not
Look for tips o n things at one time. So, 1 do eleven things
alone in the age-old problems of mother
r hours ofsleep writes a letter to me while 1 study. Having
life in the next at one time and get by on fou
hood, giving good advice on dealing with
instead of five because, to me, the diploma your children as your friends makes for a
issue!
life, keeping mefocused. The "thirty-some

By: Annette Logue

"Hey Mom! We need milk!"
Welcome to the hectic world of moth
erhood as an ASC student. Cook, laun
dress, maid, breadwinner, gardener, me
chanic or other commitments just weren't
enough for you, huh? Well,don'tfret! You
are NOT alone. Many of us here wonder if
we are type A personalities or if we have
fallen head first into insanity. After a
while, it is hard to tell the difference. Or
ganization, adaptation, and out and out
rebellion will usually see you through the
rough spots.
Even at this time in the quarter, I find
myself studying for a test while the chicken
is burning, or1 feel as if my syllabus may as
well be written in hieroglyphics. I te ll the
bill collectors the money is in the bank, but
the check is NOT in the mail. My life is
completely different, but buttons still pop

is worth it.
I came to ASC last year straight out of
the kitchen. My biggest thrill in life was to
see the shine of a freshly mopped kitchen
floor, and 1 judged my daily accomplish
ments by the orderliness of my linen closet.
Well, that day is over, andnow 1yell for the
mop only when my feet are stuck to a tealaden floor. And guess what! The door to
the linen closet works just fine to hide the
helter-skelter stack of towels and sheets.
To fool myself, I keep my bedroom clean
and lock myself in to study with a note on
the door, threatening bodily harm to those
who knock.
I frequently find myself entering the
"Joan of Arc" world of guilt. When 1 do, I
throw that piece of nonsense straight out of
the window. Canonization isn't all that it
is cracked up to be anyway. Life really will
not come to a screeching halt if grunge
accumulates in the corner of the bathtub. I
give my teenagers erroneous phone mes-

lifetime of fun, and I thank God daily for
Alexander Graham Bell. When you really
feel guilty, try to remember, you are going
to school for them as well as for yourself.
Support groups for the insane type A's
help tremendously. For those who are
married, you should introduce your hus
band to Mr. Washer and Mrs. Dryer. If you
don't wash his clothes, sooner or later, he
will have to venture into the laundry room
or buy new clothes. Since I started school,
my husband has learned the difference be
tween a bowl and a frying pan, come to
know Mrs. Washer and Mr. Dryer on a
name to name basis (Sue and Frank, I think
he calls them), and realized the headaches
of true parenthood. Look at all of the
education my husband has received in the
twelve months I have been in school.
For the single mother, you should look
around. There are many students here at
ASC that need you as much as you need
them. The diversity of friends I have made

Dear Laura,
I called Old Doc Mallard back in
Sweethollow, Tennessee, and he said that
a colon is a chittlin type thing that we put
in Mason jars after the first hog killing.
He labeled it part of the food eating pro
cess, and said if it came loose, we really
would be knee deep in trouble. He swore
on Granny's Bible that it didn't have
anything to do with your periods. If your
period doesn't come around, he assured
me that it isn't YOUR colon that caused
it to quit. He did say though that people
from England called things different words
than we do. So maybe, you best ask to see
a picture of that English colon. If it
doesn't look like a white snake coiled up
in a Mason jar, then you'll know that it is
one of them foreign miscommunications
that starts wars and such. If that is the
case, write back, and we'll inform the
ROTC to be on the look out.
Editor's Note: Sissy Boatright joins us from
Thanks for writing.
Sweethallow, Tennessee. She is attending Arm
Sissy"

strong on a Psychology Scholarship, and plans to
implement an ASC "Couch Squad" to help ASC
students uiith emotional and other basic prob
lems. All questions,shouldbe addressed to: Sissy
Boatright, cjo The Inkwell. 11935 Abercom
Street, Savannah QA 31419.

Dear Sissy,
What in tarnation is a colon? My basic
health teacher says it si something hooked up
to my rectum, while my English teacher says
it hassomething to do with my periods.Who
is right? I would like a straight answer please.
C. Laura Form

Dear Sissy,
Why are there so many trailers on cam
pus. Please find out if we need to have a car
wash to help raise money for new buildings.
Duke Yarborough
Dear Duke,
It sure is nice talking to someone name
Duke again. I really have missed Aunt
Sally's old bucktoothed hound dog almost
every day since I've been here. Anyway, I

things" have become my backbone and the
pillar of my existence. Surround yourself
with the true wealth of Armstrong- the
students. This armor makes your incarcera
tion here fun, and keeps you from dying on
the steps of Memorial College Center.
By now, all students realize that our
good intentions have continued to pave
that shiny, black road to colle
ge hell. Moth
ers, when the guilt kicks in, remember to
pat yourselves on the back for a job well
done. We must do our part to insure the
survival of that proverbial road. So, the
next time someone in your household yells,
"Hey Mom! We need milk," give the
culprit three dollars, a bicycle helmet or the
keys to the car, and directions to the near
est convenience store. If the child is too
young to cross the street, a measuring cup
and a shove toward a neighbor's house
works just as well.

guess I am not the only one impressed by the
deluxe trailers we have here at Armstrong.
They've got air conditioning, solid floors,
and real roofs. When I begin to feel real
homesick, I sit on the steps of the intramu
ral trailer to pet the stray cats or wonder
where all the beavers hide. I know they are
here somewhere because they leave the
wood chips all over campus. I went inside
the intramural trailer one day and found a
sapling growing through the floor. Poor
little thing needed water something awful.
Plant Operations really should take better
care of their indoor plants. Walking across
the shaky floor that day reminded so much
of home, I sat down and cried. Shoot, back
home in Tennessee, Uncle Zed fell right
through the floor of his trader while he was
"sittin' on his throne." His trailer was the
best in the county. He paid close to $650.00
for it. After that, we all had to reinforce
certain parts of t he trailer floor with rocks
from the creek. So these trailers at Arm
strong are like the ones I imagine that are in
the trailer parks in heaven. I called over to
the business office and never got the real
low down on how many we need. So, I
called alocal trailer selling lot, and they gave
me the price for three of th em deluxe mod
els. I just don't know how many cars we
need to wash to raise three thousand dollars
or how they are going to run the sewage
pipes to the woods next to Victor Hall.
Won't the cars tear them up? Any ideas?
Thanks for writing.
Sissy

Dear Sissy,
I have Math 101 in Hawes hall. When 1
walk into the building, this peculiar smell nearly
knocks me down. Is th is smell from something
harmful? IsitrelatedtoUnionCamp? Please let
me know as soon as possible. I haven t been
feeling too well lately.

AlWaysill
Dear Al,
1 went straight to Hawes hall to inves
tigate for you, and you are right. It
smelled just like Joe boy's only pair of
socks on Friday. I snuck into some of the
rooms, and you'll never guess what I
found- a bunch of grimy sinks and pickle
jars full of dead things. All the dead
critters, lining the closet shelves, may be
causing that odor. However, I suspect
that whatever is smelling up the place
killed them critters, and somebody is hid
ing the evidence. Maybe, somebody s
colon came loose over there. AboutUnion
Camp, Joe boy did belong to the Union of
Plumbers, and if all the plumbers in the
union went to camp with stinky feet, 1
would bet my last nickel that they could
kill all them frogs, sharks, and things. So,
we best call the local plumber's union and
tell them to go on up to Georgia Southern
to camp next year and leave our sinks and
critters alone. Better yet, I'll place a
petition to ban Union camping on campus
and put it on the bulletin board in the
cafeteria. All you readers out there sign it,
and we will send it to the local union
ourselves.
Thanks for writing.
Sissy
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Crime And Punishment:
Education in America (Part 1)

In his masterpiece, TheScarlet
Letter. Nathaniel Hawthorne was quick
to point out that t hroughout American
history the first signs of a permanent
settlement have been a graveyard and a
prison. Hawthorne noticed this back in
the middle of the last century, but the
idea is certainly not antique. The pessi
mism of that idea isflourishing in 1993.
Crime and violent deaths are
constants in the UnitedStates. They are
considered to be unavoidable evils of
our modem society, which simply trans
lates into: America tolerates crime.
But not for long, apparently.
President Bill Clinton took very de
cided actionagainst crime and criminals
in this country. Through presidential
powers, Clintonslowed the importation
of assault-style handguns and provided
funding for increased numbers of law
enforcement personnel.
This action was undoubtedly
taken because over 53% of Americans
disapprove of the way the Clinton Ad
ministration has handled the crime
problem of the nation. By taking such
initiative, Clinton gained approval from
not only the citizens of the U.S. but also
from both sides of the Congressional
aisles.
$3.4 billion for crime "preven
tion" may indeed make the UnitedStates
a safer place to live. But for whom? If
the children of America are cheated out
of an education for much longer, safety
will be the least of our worries in the
coming generations.
The plan, in and of itself, ap
pears to be a sound one. However, it is
frustrating to witness the nation, yet
again, take a backwards approach to
solving its social ills. Like trying to cut
down a tree one leaf at a time, we are
attacking problems from anywhere but
the roots.
As usual, we have trouble ap
proaching problems with long-term
solutions in mind. Instead, quick fixes
have been preferred. Perhaps this can
be explained by the factthat most policy
makers are in such a position that they
must be re-elected. The president, for
example, is compelled by the voting
public to make immediate changes. He
can not, therefore, invest too much of
his four years oninitiatives that will not
show a substantial return for several
years.
It is safe toassume that agrandscale reconstruction of the American

education system (which is desperately
needed) will cost approximately one
generation and perhaps the second term
ofthatunfortunatebutcourageous presi
dent who will initiate such a program.
As of yet, however, we have
not been willing to sacrifice a genera
tion and the presidents have not offered
their job. (In fact, apoll taken soon after
the '92 election states that only 8% of
Americans felt education to bethe most
important issue of the times.) Instead,
we find excuses that buy time and fool
eveyone involved into thinking that
these excuses have made the nation a
better place to live for our children. We
all have been consumed with fixing the
economy, cleaning up theenvironment,
and providing for health care when we
should face the fact that, while these
causes are beyond worthy, they will not
go away for as long as this nation con
tinues to re-populate itself with
irresponsible and unintelligent human
beings.
Thurgood Marshall once stated
that it is the obligation of the govern
ment to educate their young people not
only in academics but also in such a
manner so as to insure that they can
become responsible, law abiding citi
zens. Obviously, Marshall understood
that criminals are made and not bom.
Each child that is born in this
country inherits the unsolved problems
of its parent generation. This i&a part of
life that, while unfortunate, is unavoid
able. What is more unfortunate and
certainly avoidable is thefact that these
children are not adequately provided
for. They do not receive the necessary
instruction, at home or at school, that
they will need to solve the troubles they
have been bom into.
President Clinton's crime plan
may be agood crime plan. Buthe, along
with the rest of the nation, is blind if he
thinks it is a plan for the long term
success (still only a possibility) of the
United States of America.
If you are like me, and think
that the last, best hope of the nation is to
give all of our children a chance for
success in the new world order, let me
know.*
*Responses may be sent to: Editor of
the Inkwell, MCC Budding, Rm. 203.
Any other responses are also sincerely
welcomed.

-Michael Walker

FINE ARTS NOTES
ASC STUDENTS ARE INVITED TO JOIN THE
CONCERT CHOIR (2240 MUS 254) UNDER
THE SUPERVISION OF DR. CHRIS D.
WHITE. THE CHOIR MEETS ON MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY, AND FRIDAY FROM 11:00 UN
TIL 11:35 A.M. IN ROOM 202 OF THE FINE
ARTS CENTER. NO AUDITION IS REQUIRED
FOR MEMBERSHIP - INTERESTED SINGERS
ARE ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND A RE
HEARSAL WHERE HELP WITH REGISTRA
TION, COURSE CHANGES, ETC. WILL BE
AVAILABLE. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION,
STUDENTS MAY CALL DR. WHITE AT 9275325.

Attention:
SGA Needs Four
Health Professions
Senators and Two
Arts and Sciences
Senators!
Deadlines for All Applications
is September 28.
Special Elections will be held or
October 11 & 12.
Applications Can be Picked UP
in the Student Activities Office

for reform in the first place and having gay. Americans are just beginning to
attempted to fulfill them -- even par- recognize their bias towards gays and
their hypocrisy with regard to civil
tially.
Obviously, this is where I differ rights.
Clinton had to compromise on gays
with Walker. Walker points, with some
justification, to the hollowness of in the military or risk losing all of his
Clinton's promises and Clinton's ap- political capital, due to people the likes
parenttwo-facednesson this issue. More of Michael Walker - scornful, igno
pointed, however, is Walker's fear and rant, and proudly homophobic. For the
contempt for the issue itself -- quite same reason Clinton backed away from
evident from the fact that he never his original plan, I choose not to sign
even uses the word gavs in his article! this letter. The personal and public
I write this as a member of Walker's risks are too high. I risk losing my
"severe minority of morally question acquaintances, my job, and a safe envi
able Americans." In my view, Clinton ronment by revealing my name t(J &
has at least had backbone enough to community that maintains a strong
bring this issue into public debate and hostility towards~ gays. Given
- - -- that
-- at
to take a step toward eliminating dis- least one Inkwell staff member shares
,
»\
.
•
.•
.*~L_t-Unf U/SCT-L 11i-iT T7/^U c n^iiln PQSI'IV under^
crimination
andJ outright
harassment that hostility, you should easily underof government non-intervention ).
of
gays
in
the
military.
I
have
felt the stand my desire for anonymity and pubAs with many other issues,
effect of Clinton's actions immediately: lish this letter despite the fact that it is
Clinton's deeds have fallen short of his
the public arena is a slightly less dan- not signed.
stated goals. But I'm not disappointed
gerous
place to discuss gays and to be
-Name Withheld
in Clinton for hav ing made the promise

Dear Editor,
ThisletterisinresponsetoMichael
Walker's article "Should the President
Compromise?" on gays in the military.
1, to o, am concerned about Clinton's
final proposal on this matter.
Why did Clinton feel obligated to
keep this promise? During his cam
paign, he, like any savvy politician,
knew that gays were numerous enough
to be a serious force (read: important
votes) on the political scene. As Presi
dent, he could not turn his back on this
source of campaign support. Secondly,
it is possible that he genuinely wanted
to end decades of needless and costly
discrimination against gays in the military (and live up to that American ideal

NEED MONEY?
The Writing Center
is now accepting
applications for
tutors•
Interested parties
should call
927-5210.
Dear Editor,
Would you kindly take a few
|lines in your paper to inform students that next quarter I will be
teaching 14 sections of freshmen
composition, nine sections ofworld
history, five sections of college al-

gebra, and one section eachof Intro
to Software Engineering, Legal Aspects of Medical Records, Music in
the Middle and Upper School, Civil
Liberties, Pep Band,Cytology, Intermediate Trampoline, and Amphibious Warfare. I look forward

Dear Editor,
First, compromise and negotiation are
the fundamental principles that underlie
the workings of the Constitution of The
United States of America, which every
President is ritually and officially sworn in
to uphold. That is why we have three
branches of government. The interplay
and tension, checks and balances were in
geniously put into form to insure that no
one branch would become totalitarian.
Which leads me to the answer I have come
up with from my own cast of moral judge
ment, which Isee you (Walker) find "ques
tionable." Yes, the President shouldalways
compromise to insure that the moral "ma
jority" to not squash upon the same Con
stitutional rights that give people like you
the freedom to press.
- Carol Linskey

Editor's Note: The above letters were
written in response to Michael Walker's
opinion piece,"Shouldthe PresidentCompromise "^Ushedinthe August 4,1993
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Using Silent Witness
Dear Editor,
In response to recent media stating
that Governor Miller has authorized a
$2000 reward for information leading to
an arrest and conviction in recent mur
ders, I would like to remind your readers
that the Silent Witness program offers a
reward fund of up to $2500 for informa
tion leading to the arrest and filing of
charges in ALL felony crimes. This fund
is in addition to any rewards offe
red by the
Governor or other individuals. Infor
mants to theSilent Wimess program never
have to reveal their identity or appear in
court.
Of the average 140 crime tip callers
each month, only about ten percent of
those callers show an interest in receiving
a reward for information. The callers are
most often motivated by their desire to
help the victims of the unsolved crime.
To date, over $1.2 million has been
recovered in stolen property and illegal
drugs through the assistance of anony
mous informants calling the local crime
tip line. Confiscated funds may only be
used for law enforcement purposes and
• „ ^~
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Editor's PevengeNote: "Dr."Staff
received his bachelors degrees in
English, History, Mathematics,
Computer Science, Biology, Chem
istry, Physics, Criminal Justice,

pendent of the police departments, re
sources are limited. The Silent Witness
rewards come from donations only. No
tax dollars are used for rewards in the
Silent Witness program.
The Silent Witness program is man
aged by a volunteer board of directors and
serves over 20 arealaw enforcement agen
cies. The City ofSavannah and Chatham
County support the administrative costs
of the program for the director and a
secretary.
The District Attorney will tell you
that the criminal cases are more success
fully prosecuted when witnesses are will
ing to come forward and testify.Unfortu
nately, the Silent Witness program is an
alternative that has become a necessity in
the criminal justice system over the last
decade. Please accept our thanks to the
many anonymous callers, volunteers and
donors for supplying area law enforce
ment with an additional resource of infor
mation to not only solve but also prevent
crimes and serve the victims of crime.
-Dodie Moore
Executive Director of Silent Witness

Political Science, Physical Educa
tion, Medical Technologies, one
Nursing -- all with teacher certifi
cation" from Know It All Univer
sity, whose mascot is the Jackof All
Trades. I hat e to be the one to tell
all of you, but"Dr." Staff isn't ever
a doctor! He is certainly a jack oj
all trades, but a master of no ne.
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Editorial: Just Add Salt
Welcome Back! It's fall quarter again- time to face the endless searches for a parking place,
the hassle of registration, the lines at the bookstore (what bookstore.7!?), and the anxiety of a full
course load. As frustrating as fall quarter can be, it is also a ti me for new beginnings.
"New beginnings for what.7," you ask. "I live downtown. 1 hunt for parking places every day.
And who needs more anxiety?"
Obviously, those of uson The Inkwell staffwanted more anxiety. We've committed ourselves
to one year of deadlines, late nights, constant criticism, and little to no recognition.
As your new editor, I plan to make quite a few changes in The
Inkwell, and I hope that you will take advantage of the evaluation
forms printed in each issue of the paper. If you take a few minutes to
fill these evaluation forms out, I promise I will read every one of your
criticisms and comments. I do hope, however, that you keep these
evaluation forms serious. Your opinions matter— you are my reading
public. We are writing for you.
For those of you w ho respond, we greatly appreciate your help,
and I t hank you in advance. For those of you who don't tell us what
tochange, we aren't going to change it. It's that simple. Ifyoudonot
bother to respond, please don't bother to complain.
As your new editor, I want to encourage you to use the
newspaper as your outlet— our staff will never be too large for you. If you
feel likeyou can make a significant contribution to our staff, plea
se do not
hesitate to come to a meeting, or call me at 927-5351. You are more than
welcome to drop by our office (Rooms 202,203) inMCC anytime you have
something to contribute.
I should warn you again that The Inkwell is going to change. My staff is full of ideas to make
the paper more interesting. Please leam to accept our humor— or our attempts at humor— with
a grain of salt. Not only do we hope to enlighten you, but we hope we will make you laugh.
Armstrong is asuperb place to receive an education, and we hope that you realize the potential
this school possesses. My staff is determined to force all of you into the realization that you should
be proud of this institution. This isn't "Abercorn High."
If, throughout the year, we say something that angers you, please tell us. If we know you are
angry, at least we know you're alive. We are attempting to get a message across to the student body
— we only hope that you will respond.
Finally, I should warn you that this publication may seem slanted at times. If we get too
conservative for you, join the staff and add some diversity. We can't do it all for you. So wake up,
sit back, and get ready. We're going to make some changes.

EVALUATE THE INKWELL 1
The Staff of The Inkwell welcomes all comments, suggestions, and/or criticisms. For any
readers of The Inkwell that would like to help in the improvement of the paper, this space is
provided...**
The aspect of this issue that I like the most is:

Letter Policy Department
I The InkwellWelcomes letters praising or criticizing the editorial opinions or policies of the this newspaper.
maV
hand-Written or typed (double spaced) and they should not exceed 600 Words.
I They may also he submitted on 3.25' floppy disk, provided they are formatted With a Macintosh and they
Mare in MacWnteor WordPerfect. Letters must be siyned and include
.
Valid mailing address (or Verification
but names Will be Withheld W1 remit The Inkwe ll reserves the right to edit letters for style or conteni
I Ptease address eturs to Shelley Carroll, Inkwell, 11935 Abercorn Street, Savannah, Georgia, 311,19
1.
Inkwell.1,0 welcome, yuest editorial,. They must be submitted one Week prior to the submission
deadline, and it must meet the approval of the Editorial Board.

iL'tu"t0

The aspect of this issue that I liked the least is:

What I would like to see more of is :

Circulation Department
I Th e Inkwellis distributed on Wednesdays five time,.Quarter. Copies may be obtained in the distribution
I boxes loca ted in HaWes Halt, Sotms Hall, the Cafeteria, the Fine Arts Building the aumnasium the
I Admmwtration building, Gamble Hall, the Lane Library, and Victor Hall. Subscription, are available (or
I home delivery (through the mail, actually) for the paltry sum of S5 a Quarter Please aAAr**t*tr „ • •

Advertising Department

The kinds of things I would like to see are:

co""mlng

hW

The
-•>
-

The Inkwell's national advertising rates are as follows:
S 7.50 per column inch
Discounts are available.

Call (912) 927-5351 for more inform ation.

Insertion Kates: $75 per 1000
1000 minimum; 2500 maximum. No barterin'.
I publication a nd doe, not ne^e^rily^fuZ''"''-""J
I University System of Georgia, or the Board of Ke gents.
•4m,nittr*t>o«, the\

Please give your answer to the "Do you know?"

question here:

Please send formal responses to articles
a™cles or opinions on some different piece of paper and
P ^
^oThelnkweU (MCC Building, Rm. 203)

J
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What To Do
About Drunk
Drivers
In early August, I read a letter to the
editor in the Savannah Morning News en
titled "Who's Letting DUIs Loose To Kill
Again?." The author stated that we, the
citizens of a democracy, should hold j udges
responsible for the actions ofdrunk drivers.
While Iagree that Savannah and Chatham
County should impose tougher DUI laws,
especially when dealing with repeat offend
ers, I find it absurd that any rational citizen
would suggest holding bur Justices respon
sible for the actions of felons. Judges and
lawyers i n this country are protected by
immunity provisions designed to insure that
their duties will be carried impartially and
fearlessly, without ill-founded damagesuits
or harassment. These provisions enable
our judges to effectively carry out their
duties in a court of law. These officials,
along with executive and legislative offic
ers, are afforded immunity when they are
acting within the scope of their authority
and in the carrying out of their official
duties. If the officersof the court are placed
in jeopardy of prosecution, either through
imprisoningan innocentparty, or uninten
tionally allowing a guilty party to slip
through the system, our legal structure will
ultimately and utterly fail. A judge c an
only do so much- he can not keep a watch
ful eye on all released criminals. That is up
to the probation and parole system- not to
the courts. Butifajudge is too harsh, would
we prosecute him for ordering a convicted
though innocent person to jail? Ifa judge is
too lenient, would we incarcerate him in
place of the criminal? We don't prosecute
doctors who do everything in their power
to save a life but are unable to do so. This
is a democracy, not a communist nation.
Although our legal system isflawed, it
continues tobe, without question,the single
most eff ective criminal justice system in
the world. Note the wordscriminal justice.
Like itour not, our system si founded on the
basic belief that suspects are innocent until
proven guilty, and on the conviction that
criminals, no matter how brutal or nasty,
can be rehabilitated. It is truly a shame
when a loved one is lost to a drunk driver,
and it is totally understandable for the
families of the deceased to seek compensa
tion in capital punishment. A judge, how
ever, is not clairvoyant. He can not tell
who will drive drunk again. Not all drunk
drivers are repeat offenders. A judge can
not always tell who will drive drunk again,
just as a parole board can never be sure the
criminal they release will never kill again.
Until there is a test to distinguish between
the drunk driver who has learned a lesson
and is truly repentant and the driver who
will probably drive drunk again, or until the
state of Georgia does away with its parole

If you
think you
your food

If you have or think you might have
an eating disorder like anorexia
nervosa, bulimia or compulsive
overeating, then join us. There's more
than a slim chance we can help. For
more information call 350-HOPE in
Savannah, or 489-3605 in Statesboro.

dark
Center
Memorial Medical Center.

and early release policies, the only tools a
judge carries with him to the bench are
his discretion and his ability to provide
impartial third-party intervention. Drunk
drivers alone should be held accountable
for their actions, thus we have DUI laws.
If we hold a judge responsible for the
actins of a released felon, American jus
tice as we know it will disappear.
If we want drunk drivers off of ou r
streets, we need to concentrate more on
the social problems leading to such abu

sive use of alcohol. We need to lobby our
legislators for tougher DUI laws. We need
to petition the end to Georgia's Parole and
early release policies, which means we need
to be prepared to spend money to build
more facilities for criminals. If a potential
criminal knowshe will not bereleased early
for good behavior, I believe he will be less
likely to commit the crime. If we impose
tougher lawsand force the state of Georgia
to keep thesecriminals- drunk drivers, rap
ists, and murderers- behind jail bars for the

entirety of their sentences, wewill beable
to resta little easier, and courts
will be able
to do their jobs.

'Shelley Carroll

'Editor's Note: So how do you
feel about drunk drivers? Let us
know what you think! All letters to
the editor must be signed for our
records, but we will withhold your
name upon request!

A
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By A. Humphries
So, the only knowledge of fresh
man life that you possess is that im
mortal classic," Revenge of the Nerds1".
Please pay attention, because you have
probably envisioned being thrown out
of y our dorm at two in the morning,
wrapped around a sycamore by your
shoelaces, and stepped on by the cam
pus football team. Don't be alarmed,
it's not quite going to be as simple as
that. Secondly, you're in luck, for we
have no football team here at ASC.
Anyway, you want to know what Bo
knows; be prepared to shed any sense
of identity and surrender yourself to
the de vilish mercy (that's an oxymo
ron, by the way) of an up-and-coming
white collar worker. You are going to
like Armstrong. The campus is rela
tively clean, the professors are ex
tremely knowledgeable, and the cof
fee from the cafeteria is quite palat
able, providingyou supplement it with
six Sweet-and-Lows and three ounces
of c ream. The following primer is a
consideration of the basics as I p res
ently understand them, and hope
fully, by the time I am finished, you
will have a better grip on the nagging
questions that are yet to invade that
gray matter between your 90210 side
burns.
As you are already aware of, no
doubt, registration day is a fun, oyous
j
occasion - a bounty of delight which
lays aside any doubts you had as to
your college picking skills. I can prom
ise you that it will be equally enjoy
able every registration day for the
duration of your stay at Armstrong;
please remember to pre-register. Make
a mental note as well- if you fail to
pay your tuition by the deadline, your
classes are no longer your classes,and
they once more become the property
of registration day.
As you will find out after registra
tion, the book store isnot your run-ofthe-mill pawn shop; normal pawn
shops don't make profits in excess of
three hundred percent. Your books
are not sound investments, as they do
not increase in value. Caveat Emptor
and shop carefully. Find out, from the
veterans of the sport, which books are
absolutely necessary for the class, and
which are not. I personally have an

.

extensive collection of non-refundable, dust-collecting, obsolete books
that lack the yellow highlighter that
signifies a wealth of worthwhile
knowledge. Don't get upset with the
employees of the book store, how
ever, for they are mostly students, not
unlike yourselves. Also, get your books
early, if possible, as the line outside
tends to increase at a spastic rate from
registration day to the end of the first
week. Some study guides may prove
to be helpful, whereas others will only
add to your dementia. You will want
to buy your folders and binders from
Wal-mart, unless you are indepen
dently wealthy. Remember, you can
always go back later and emblazon
them all with those nifty pirate stick
ers. Before entering the book store,
be sure to leave your belongings in a
safe place, preferably your car orlocker,
as many students have had books sto
len in this manner (and at a average of
fifty dollars a book, who can blame
the hoodlums.)
With books in hand, its time to
find your classes. This is actually
quite easier than you think. Simply
ask your nearest upperclassman for
directions. After you return from the
baseball diamond, which is invari
ably where he will send you when you
ask how to get to Gamble Hall, you
can thank him for aiding you in your
last ditch effort to gain an apprecia
tion for athletics. Classes in the hun
dreds are first floor and classes in the
two hundreds are up the stairs.
Studying, as you can well imagine,
is an important part of your college
success. Consider, as you plan a study
strategy, that your classes will not be
like high school, where homework is
handed in at the beginning of every
class and these grades will count for
seventy-five percent of your course
grade. Instead, you are assigned les
sons and reading, and you have the
choice ofdoing the homework or cruis
ing the mall. Note, however, that
although it is your choice, falling be
hind will leave you permanently lost
in a bottomless quagmire of twentyfour hour study sessions to regain your
position near the surface of the reality
of passing. Study groups, providing
you work well in groups, can be ex
tremely helpful. If you miss a class, it

is much easier to find notes to copy.
Y ou can also miss classes if that morn
ing headache won't allow you to wake
from slumber, but pay heed - most
instructors consider everything they
have said, read, or written in your
presence as fair game for tests. A
Prosthetic third arm is one avenue to
consider. Learning to hold a pencil
with your toes might be a second
consideration. Take a book with you
wherever you go. You may not actu
ally open "Hamlet" at the next toga
party, but by process of osmosis, much
can be gained. If the party has com
pletely atrophied, oral dissertations of
Shakespearian sonnets may kick it
live once more (For the guys: women
dig poetry. Right)!
After your classes, the cafeteria
awaits your arrival. The aromatic,
odoriferous, tantalizing bouquet ema
nating from 'Le Messe Hall' can be
deceiving. If you find yourself dream
ing about the meat loaf special during
Math 101, be sure to inquire about it
from those who have had the privi
lege of critiquing it's splendiferous
quality. That will cover the basics for
your start here at ASC. Be sure,
however, to heed the following do's
and don'ts list.

Armstrong's
List of Do's
and Don'ts
1. Do not buy your professor's lunch.
Sycophants are not welcome on cam
pus. If you find one that doesn't seem
to mind, please let me know. Re
member, you can always buy them
lunch when you are making more
money than them (then again, most
of you probably already are).

2. Don't try to get away with parking
in unauthorized parking zones. ASC
has spent a lot of money to computer
ize the tickets, so don't give them a
reason to pay the premium early (the
parking violations are worth eight
dollars apiece).

3. Do read the Inkwell, as we will
always give you helpful insight into
the things that piss us off.
4. Don't try to figure out why wood
chips reproduce so rapidly on our cam
pus. Biological Technology has not
advanced enough to conquer this
mystery.
5. Do act like you know what you are
doing, even if it lends to the collapse
of several thousand synapses in your
cranial cavity (I'm a pre-med major,
Damn it, and each of these words cost
$522.50. You can see I've followed
this rule to the 'T, as I have no real
clue what is going on here either).
6. Don't bother looking for an ashtray
- they are creatures which have fallen
by the rules of Darwin's Natural Se
lection. Besides, cigarette butts blend
in well with wood chips.
7. In Dr. Nordquist's class, make sure
not to acquire the assistance of Mr.
Clif F. Notes, as you will be drafted for
the leading role in a new play en
titled, "A Student's Grim Demise in
an Uncaring, Non-plagiaristic Soci
ety."
8. Do love your professors and hold
them in awed contempt, as they are
your only link to that big, mythologi
cal diploma in the sky.
I think you're all set now. Don't
feel overwhelmed, your job is not on
the line here. Above all, enjoy your
time with us at ASC and get the most
out campus life that you can. There
are intramural sports and parties to
boot. But knowledge is what you're
here for, and as quoted from G.I. Joe,
"Knowing is half the battle."

ADVERTISEMENT
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Membership Has Its Privileges.
Are you interested in sorority lite? Would you like to make
new, lasting friends? How would you like to be a part of a
continuing tradition of service, fun, and sisterhood? Come
join Phi M u and Alpha Gamma Delta for Sorority Fall Rush
1993, from September 30th • October 3rd in Memorial
College Center.
To be eligible, ladies must be regularly admitted college
students with a high school G.P.A. or college G.P.A. of at
(east 2.0.
Rushees must be taking 12 regular college hours. If you
have any Questions about eligibility or Rush in ge neral, call
Susan Smith at 925-4758, Jamye Willis at 876-0714,
or Lynn Benson in Student Affairs at 927-5271.
Rush Registration Form
Full N ame
U First Quarter Freshman
SI First Quarter Transfer
What is your classification f Fr„ Soph., Jr., SrJ:
£?td/ess

Social Security Number
, „
d Formerly Enrolled
—stiti

Day P hone
High School Attended
Awards and Honors
Organizations and Activities
A.S.C. Organizations/ Activities you

Graduation Date

Plan to join

G.P.A. from last attended school
Will you complete your degree at Armstrong? —
Have you ever Pledged to a sorority in the National Panhellenic Council.
If y es, Please give date:
———
Were you initiated?
— If s o, give date:
Is any immediate relative a member of a national fraternity or sorority?
If s o, which one ?
Signature
By signing

ZiP

above, you give the Panhellenic

Advisor

release that information to the sororities.

permission to check your grade point average and admission statue
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Where In The Hell Were The Singing Cats?

The
Inkwell
Top
Ten
From the home office in Memorial College
Center.

TOP TEN REASONS YOU SEE WOOD CHIPS
ALL OVER CAMPUS
10. To cover up the places where grass
will not grow.
9. To prevent bicycle rack overpopula
tion.
8. Plant Ops doesn't want to cut all of
that grass.
7. To cover up all the cigarette butts.
6. So the stray cats have a place to sleep.
5. In case anyone wants to have an emer
gency cookout, they can cook with
that hickory smoked flavor.
4. It's a good place to hide the toxic
waste dumped by Union Camp.
3. To see how much wood a woodchuck
can chuck.
2. Hey! It's cheaper than building a new
parking lot!
1. To keep with Armstrong's trailer park
motif!

By Robert Ashman
\

Letterman's
On August 30, 1993, CBS began a
new era in television history. David
Letterman, late night mogul, of NBC s
Late Night with David Letterman, became
the new host of The Late Show. Millions
of TV viewers anxiously tuned in to
CBS at 11:30 p.m. (except in Savannah,
where WTOC chose to hold the show
until 12:05 a.m.) to see the late night
guru kick off a new season on a new
channel.
Letterman fans were concerned that
The Late Show would lack some of the
novelty and luster of Late Night Would
Dave be able to continue the top ten
lists? Would we ever see stupid animal
tricks on CBS? Would the new show,
promoted to death on CBS, be disap
pointing? They waited, and hoped that
Dave would be able to pull it off.
Letterman did not disappoint his
loyal following. In fact, he started off in
grand style, despite his stiff competition
on NBC (they were running Dave's first
Late Night show at the same time). Dave
was visited by a number of unannounced
guests on his premiere, like the con
struction workers who restored the Ed
Sullivan Theatre (or were they con
struction workers!?!?!?) the always young
Paul Newman, Tom Brokaw, and the
spirit of Ed Sullivan. It was Ed Sullivan
who introduced Paul Newman, who then
stood up in the audience and asked Dave,
"Where the hell are the singing cats?"
Dave was visited by N BC's Tom Brokaw,
who stoically appeared on stage and in
formed him that his last two jokes were
the "intellectualproperty ofNBC" (isn't
that an oxymoron?).
Dave was allowed to continue with
his top ten tradition, and the format was
only altered slightly. We'll have to sit
tight to see if the stupid pet tricks will
continue.

CB

We had the special treat of seeing
David Letterman interview the people
on the street. He went into a neighbor
hood, going door to door, asking people
about their views on immigrants ("Tell
them to go back where they camefrom!")
and naked women. And have you ever
seen a grown man scamper up a treelike
a cat?
Letterman's first scheduled guest
was Bill Murray, who had helped him
begin his career as a TV late night host
when he appeared on the first Late Night
Show.
Murray jumped around the
stage, even performing a cartwheel, and
spray-painted
"DAVE" across
Letterman's desk. So what do you bet
Murray ends up with his own talk show?
He'd be a hell of a lot better than
Whoopi.
Letterman's first musical guest was
Billy Joel. Joel entertained the audi
ence with a song, accompanied by Paul
Schaeffer and the CBS orchestra, for
merly the World's Most Dangerous Band
plus two. After his song, Joel delighted
the audience. Letterman asked him
why he didn't play for the Clintons (of
the White House) at Martha's Vine
yard, and Joel replied that he was asked
if h e "wanted to come jam at Martha's
Vineyard, and I said 'NO'!"
If you missed The Late Show, you
missed Tom Brokaw on CBS, you missed
Billy Joel slam the Clintons, you missed
swami Dave channel the spirit of Ed
Sullivan, and you missed Bill Murray do
a cartwheel on national TV. If you were
able to catch it, you witnessed a mile
stone in television history.

Alvin Jones, ASC's new head
volleyball team a clean start.
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Attention English
Majors or Minors
Sigma Tau Delta, the International English
Honor Society, is in the process of installing a
local chapter here at ASC. We will hold our
first organizational meeting early this fall.
Sigma Tau Delta fosters academic excellence
and provides its members with an opportunity
for exercising creativity and exchanging ideas.
English majors or minors who are in the upper
35% of their class, have completed five quar
ters of college work and have a 3.0 average in
English are welcome to join! Anyone wishing
to participate should stay tuned or contact Dr.
Thomas Cooksey at 927-5289, or the student
coordinator, Christina Van Dyke at 897-5810^

JOB NOTICE: I
PART-TIME JOB AVAILABLE!
TWENTY HOURS EACH WEEK!
FOUR HOURS EACH DAY!
FLEXIBLE HOURS!

If you are
interested,
contact Phyllis
Blalock in the
mailroom at
927-5356.

THE PRE-REGISTRATION REGISTRATION

TO SET THE RECORD

YOU'RE

FOR SAYING YOUR SOCIAL SE<

STATE

CITY

ZIP

COLLEGE
MAIL TO: WACHOVIA COLLEGE AC COUNT CENTER • P.O.BOX 724616 • ATLANTA, GA 31139-982^

NUMBER THE MO SF T IMES IN A

THE WAC HOVIA CO LLEGE ACC OUNT.
We know you've got a thousand and one things on
your mind. So we'll make this quick. You're going to need a

SINGLE DAY. THE LINES WILL BE OH,

If

*

ABOUT 4 MILES LONG A ND Y OU S TILL

bank account. Why not get one that makes life easier?
For $2.50 a month, (free during the summer) you can
write up to 10 checks a month and get money out of the
ATM as many times as you want.
It's as simple as it sounds. Of course you can get other
things like overdraft protection,* Phone Access?" a savings
account and even your own credit card.*

MIGHT NOT GET ALL THE CL

But we'll tell you about all that when you send in this
coupon. We'll send you back the information you need to
open your account by mail. That way you'll only have a
thousand things left to do when you get to school.

YOU WANT. AND

THEN

YOU'

The Wachovia College Account. No hassles. No joke.
Visit us at:
10422 Abercorn Ext., 2 miles north on Abercorn

SUPPOSED TO OPEN A

BANK ACCOUNT?

^/ACHOVIA
Member FDIC
*Subject to credit approval
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Vacancy:

TliAsi |ol3

What is acquaintance or date
rape? Forced sex by an acquaintance,
classmate, co-worker, neighbor, or
boyfriend.
Why should we be concerned?
Because rape is a serious crime and act
of violence. It can cause women great
emotional and physical injury.
Why does it happen? Acquain
tance rape occurs when there is poor
communication between people and
mixed messages; when we believe in
sex role stereotypes; and when there
is learned violence.

the bike rack in front of Solms An
nex. Returned to find it missing.
062493 Theft by taking. Dorm
No suspects.
resident advised that a shirt was
stolen from his dorm room while he 080393 Battery and Criminal Treswas out of town.
pass. A white male, age 22, was
By Joanna Qilmer

070193 Theft by taking. White
male, age 23, reported a bicycle sto
len from a bike rack on campus.
The bike, a Huffy 10 speed, black
with a water bottle, was left un
locked, and was gone when the
complaintantreturned. Nosuspects.

parked at the dorms when another
white male approached him and
struck him in the face three times
with his fist. The suspect then tried
to enter the vehicle through the
driver's side window, but the
complaintant was able to kick the
suspect out of the window. At this
time, the suspect broke the rear left
tail light and dented the driver'sside
door. Suspect left,and complaintant
reported the incident to public
safety. Incident still under investi
gation.

070193 Theft by taking. White
male, age 20, left his wallet and
watch on the bleachers in the gym
while he played basketball.
At
20:20 hours the victim found these
Some of the effects on women items missing. Items were a grey
are: Loss of trust, shame, guilt and leather wallet and a Timex watch
self-blame, fear and depression.
with a brown band and white face. 080493 Theft by taking. A white
female, age 22, laid her purse on the
How to avoid acquaintance rape:
Express what you want or don't want 070693 Hit and run. Vehicle #2 table in the ladies' room of Gamble
clearly; be assertive. If you choose to stopped at the stop sign on Science Hall and went into a stall. When
drink alcohol, remember that it's Drive and Gym Drive. Vehicle #1 she came out, her purse was gone.
harder to be in control when you're
ran into the rear of vehicle #2, then Suspect was described as a black
under the influence. Seventy-five
backed into vehicle #3. The driver female in striped shorts.
percent of acquaintance rapes occur
when one or both people have been of vehicle #1 then went through the 080893 Theft by taking. A yellow
drinking. Pay attention to behavior intersection and headed into the ASC CHAOS banner, 4x18, read
that doesn't seem right; trust your Windsor Forest area. Vehicle #1
ing "Welcome New ASC Students
feelings. Exercise control over your was a copper BMW, 1977, tags
VES415 South Carolina. There to CHAOS '93."
environment.
What can men do to stop ac were no injuries. Suspect was ar
quaintance rape? Always assume that rested after a joint investigation with 082693 Recovered Property. Offi
NO means NO! Don't do anything the Hilton Head Police Department. cer Merril recovered a stolen
CHAOS banner from Windsor For
that can be construed as sexual ex
ploitation of women. Use peer pres 071693 Driving Under the Influ est High School, and Savannah
sure positively; do not condone sexu ence. At 06:05, Officer Miltiades Police Department arrested a white
ally exploitative behavior from friends. stopped a white male for running male, age 18.
Don't feel the male must always ini the four way stop sign on Science Editor's note: We here at The Inkwell,
tiate a sexual encounter.
Drive. Driver was charged with in conjunction with the Armstrong State
What to do if you are raped: Get Running a stop sign, driving with College Police Department, would like
to friends, get medical hel p, report out a license, no proof of insurance, students and faculty alike to be aware of
the rape, and seek counseling.
the crimes that do occur on campus. We
and driving under the influence.
ACQUAINTANCE RAPE BY
feel that if you are aware of the types of
ANY OTHER NAME IS STILL
crimes that do occur, you will be better
072193 Theft by taking. A white
RAPE!
equipped to defend yourself. Although it
male, age 26, locked his dark green
MAKE SURE THAT YOU:
would be nice to continue the belief that all
Mountain
Bicycle
Trek
930
in
fro
nt
COMMUNICATE - needs and
students and other people on this campus
of Lane Library. V^hen he returned, are honest and above'board, this is thereal
wishes clearly!
world, and this campus is increasingly
USE COMMON SENSE - in all the bike was gone. No suspects.
dating situations!
being subjected to real world problems.
KNOW WHAT TO DO - to help 080293 Theft by taking. A white Please view this column asa positivestep in
yourself and o thers!
male, age 22, locked his bike, a improving the safety of Armstrong State
REPORT - any instances of sexual green and black Huffy ten speed, to College.
assault!

SEPTEMBER IS RAPE
AWARENESS MONTH
A NATIONWIDE SURVEY
SHOWED THAT 33 PERCENT
OF WOMEN IN COLLEGEHAVE
BEEN THE VICTIM OF RAPE
OR ATTEMPTED RAPE, AND
80 PERCENT OF THESE VIC
TIMS WERE ACQUAINTED
WITH THEIR ASSAILANTS.
FORCING AWOMAN TO HAVE
SEX AGAINST HER WILL IS
RAPE, REGARDLESS OF HOW
WELL YOU KNOW THE PER
SON. NO ONE DESERVES TO
BE RAPED. THE RAPE CRISIS
CENTER (233-7273) OFFERS
COUNSELING TO ANYVICTIM
OF SEXUAL ASSAULT, FAM
ILY MEMBERS OR FRIENDS.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
YOU CAN ALSO CONTACT
CAROL SCHMIDT ATTHE ASC
OFFICE OF ALCOHOL AND
DRUG EDUCATION, 927-5271.

Campus Police Beat
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The Writing Center: "Come inside, come inside!
For many students, the
angst brought on by the first
day of classes is matched only
by th e panic caused by the
writing assignments that are
invariably handed out that
day.
"Six essays for the quar
ter?
What am 1,
Hemingway?"
With the help of the
Writing Center, you won't
need to be.
Whatever stage of writ
ing you're at — staring at a
blank piece of paper, wad
ding up your pagesand miss
ing the trash can, or simply
looking for that final touch
of genius- the Writing Cen
ter can help.
At the Writing Center
(in Gamble 109), students
can learn techniques for gettingstartedonanessay. They
can discuss with professors
and student tutors methods
of organizing ideas, develop
ing examples anddetails, and
editing for clarity.
Although tutors won't
write, rewrite, or proofread
papers, they will help stu
dents improve their own
work.
"I can think of notable
examples of dramatic im
provement in papers that
have seen serious work be
tween students and Writing
Center tutors, and I con
stantly promote the use of
the Writing Center in con
junction with alloutside writ
ing assignments," said Dr.
Janet Stone, an ASC His
tory professor.
Students can get help with a
variety of projects," including reports,
proposals, research papers, and es
says for c omposition classes. Stu
dents can bring in writing assign
ments from any class in any subject.
"Students from every depart
ment visit the Writing Center —
health professions, psychology,
criminal justice — fora total ofabout

Tutor Jim Buttimer with Anetra Humphries.

Photos by Gail Branncn.

Professor John Welsh helps a student.

1500 to 2000 tutoring sessions a
quarter. And freshmen through
post-baccalaureate students come
here," said one tutor.
Hal Posner, a post-baccalaure
ate student who is wor king on his
teacher certification at ASC after
having earned his bachelor's and
master's degrees elsewhere, has
found working with the Writing

Center tutors beneficial.
"One of my educational high
lights was s tudying English at the
Writing Center," Posner said. "The
tutor gave me tremendous insights
which helped develop my writing
skills. 1appreciate her thoroughness
and understanding of the writing
process."
A range of resources isavailable

at the Writing Cen
ter to help students
develop their com
position skills.
Students can use
the word processors
or the grammar and
punctuation exer
cises. MLA and
APA format hand
outs and sample re
search papers and
lab reports are also
available.
Students in De
velopmental Stud
ies English can take
practice CPE's inthe
Writing Center.
Starting this fall, a
tutor will be avail
able two hours per
week to provide ex
tra help with the
grammar covered in
DSE 98 and 99.
Students taking
the Regents' exam
can write a practice
essay in the Writing
Center from sample
topics provided ev
eryday. A tutor will
then review t he es
say and give sugges
tions. Model Re
gents' essays are
available, as well as
handouts
with
sample topics and
tips on taking the
Regents'. Regents'
prep sessions, offered
two weeks before the
test dates, give stu
dents information

about exam format and strategy.
All Writing Center services are
free, and no appointment is neces
sary.
-Anne Muller
The Writing Center
-The Writing Center is heated in
Room 109 in Gamble Hall. Do not
hesitate to come by and ask for help!
Anne Muller is the new director of the
Writing Center.
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DEBATE : ABORTION
Which rights are more important' those of an
unborn child, or those that allow women to choose?

[ From the left: j
"Abortion is murder" can be heard from
coast to coast Let us suppose that abortion
was considered murder and banned. Tell the
raped and beaten woman that she must carry
a child as areminder of her nightmare for nine
months. Look into the innocent blue eyes of
a ten year old child forced into an incestuous
relationship and try to explain that she must
once again suffer for the sins of another. And
what about the woman who has waited her
entire life to get pregnant only to discover
that the baby will be born severely handi
capped or will take her life ? Take the choice
away from these people because abortion is
murder. "Not in these cases," the right to life
organizations say. Once we start to make
exceptions, we must leave the choice to the
woman carrying the child. She, alone, under
stands the circumstances in her life, and she is
the one that must carry the child in her body,
make the decisions about the placement of
the child, and suffer the pain of bringing the
child into the world.
"Women who have abortions walk the
streets never to suffer t he wrath of justice."
When a woman walks into aclinic to confirm
pregnancy, she finds out the date her child is
due. If her choice is abortion, every year, she
must live through that day, remembering the
pain of her decision and the what-may-havebeens. Or she sees a child that resembles the
image ofher unborn memory, and that memory
cuts like a knife. So, no, my friends, this
woman doesfeel the pain ofher decision until
the day she dies.Is this justice? Isn't this pain
enough? Roe v. Wade did not give women an
easy escape. It gave women a double-edged
sword that cuts continuously until they no
longer have breath in their bodies, and it gave
them the ability to search their own souls for
the right decision for them.
"Banning abortion would stop abortion."
Read your history books. Women before Roe
v. Wade had abortions and died or became
infertile by unsterile, ungoverned practices.
Fetuses over sixteen weeks in the gestation
cycle were aborted and live to be maimed, or
were left to die from exposure in a trash can.
Making abortion illegal would not wipe it
from the face of the earth. It would only move
into the alley ways of the United States. At
least with a lawon the books, the government
can oversee and set guidelines to ensure safe,
practical methods for the women who choose
abortion, and decrease the suffering of their
unborn fetuses. The freedom of choice guar
antees updated information and counseling
for the mother-to-be, allowing her to make a
rational^intelligent decision that often leaves

abortion as a last resort.
"Adoptive parents wait for unwanted
children to make their lives complete."
Rarely does a woman use abortion as her
only means of birth control- to rid herself of
something unwanted. Most women that
choose abortion feel alone, afraid, and
swamped by outside pressures of society,
wanting desperately to make the right deci
sion for herself and her child. The legaliza
tion of abortion not only assured the right to
terminate a pregnancy, but it also opened
society's eyes to the acc
eptability of awoman
having a child outside of marriage. Since
Roe v. Wade, women have stood up against
the taboo of single motherhood, making it a
viable option for others. The past now holds
this catch 22 and leaves a woman the choice
to give her child life and place the child in
the arms of loving, adoptive parents without
the condemnation of society.
"Life begins at conception." But what if
life begins at the release of the egg from the
ovary? Should we outlaw all types of birth
control since every egg has the potential to
become a living, breathing person? Some
one must decide when life begins, and our
only recourse is to allow the courts of the
land to make a decision. Clinton voiced his
opinion on the abortion issue, and was im
mediately hate by right to life organizations.
Perhaps Clinton should ask the Supreme
Court to remove all ofour freedoms and give
us laws that mandate all aspects of our lives.
We could then live like the people in other
countries that have no choices and no con
fusions as to what is acceptable. Yet our
president and courts assure us the freedom of
making our own decisions, and that should
not be taken lightly. So if you think the
Supreme Court let us down, think again.
Ultimately, the freedom of choice .re
mains with the other regardless of the legal
ity of abortion. This choice was mandated
by God in the days of Adam and Eve. God
gave us all free will. Many believe that the
decisions we make must be answered at the
pearly gates. So who are we tojudge, impose
our will upon others, and crucify those who
believe differently when God himself recog
nizes our intelligence and has given us a
conscience to guide us in our decisions?
Personally, I believe that the choice should
rest strictly between a woman and her God
because she alone must answer for her deci
sion, and her God must judge her accord
ingly.

-Annette Logue

[ From the lightp
A silent killer stalks America, preying on
the helpless, the defenseless, the unfortunatepreying on America's unborn children. This
vicious killer hides not in the dark shadows of
night. She walks, incognito, in the bright light
of the sun, draped only in shrouds of secrecy,
cleverly dubbed by liberals as a woman's right to
privacy.
America takes pride in civilization, in law
and order. The conviction that criminals should
be punished pulses deep in the veins of society.
Yet every day, America allows women to sense
lessly and systematically slaughter unborn chil
dren, and justifies this abomination by calling
on the Constitutional right to privacy.
I have studied the Constitution, and I am
yet to find a clause that guarantees the right to
privacy at the expense of a child's life. We
refuse to allow cold blooded killers like Jeffrey
Dahmer to walk free, yet women who kill their
babies are allowed to livetheir lives unmolested
by retribution for their crimes. Where is t he
justice?
Unfortunately, America's court of last re
sort, the Supreme Court, has refused to take a
decent moral stand on abortion. They have
failed us. The 1973 decision Roe v. Wade has
allowed women to legally kill their unborn chil
dren. Our justice system, however, still hesi
tates to execute savage, convicted murderers.
Common sense and justice do not go hand in
hand. The Supreme Court has unwittingly
triggered the beginning of a new holocaust.
Hitler systematically slaughtered the Jews, and
America is systematically slaughtering her chil
dren.
In the 1992 election, U.S. citizens elected
a man who defends the killing of babies. Presi
dent Clinton, whostands up vehemently for the
rights of gays to serve in the military, has turned
his face on the children of this country.
Pro-choice groups skirt the issue. Have you
e ver really heard anyone defend abortion? They
simply defend the choice. They use euphe
misms like "fetus" and "terminate," and coin
phrases like "terminate the fetus" instead of
saying what they really mean- killing a child.
Alarmingly, abortion makes no sense in
itself. Many women have been left barren,
never to have children, and these are the women
who want most to give birth. Adoption is a
moral and humane alternative to abortion.
Thousands of aborted babies would have found
loving homes through adoption, but their moth
ers were too selfish, callous, and stupid to give
them a fighting chance.
Life beginsat conception. Ifawomangives
birth to a child, and leaves that child on the
steps of a hospital, society labels her cruel and
inhumane. Yet society tolerates the murder of
unborn children. Although a child in the embryo stage does not look like achild, it is aliving

breathing part of its mother. Children in the
womb have been known to wave and smile at
the cameras in ultrasounds, and as any woman
who has been brave and moral enough to carry
a child to full-term can tell you, unborn babies
move around in the womb, often reacting to the
sound of mother's voice. Doesn't this suggest
that an unborn child is alive?
How can we justify killing a human being
who is completely dependent on its mother for
survival? Is it too much to ask a woman to
sacrifice nine months of her life to give life to
another human being?
All abortion should be outlawed if we, as
Americans, believe in our Constitution and
Declaration of Independence. Although these
documents do not guarantee the right to privacy
at the expense of a child, they do guarantee the
right to life. It is our patriotic and moral duty to
protect this right in the face of its adversaries.
The University of Florida recently began
offering a health insurance plan that covers
abortion. Abortion is, indeed, a medical proce
dure, but it is not a viable health care issue. The
killing of babies isnot health related- pregnancy
is not a disease, a condition. Pregnancy is a
miracle in itself, yet the educated people at the
University of Florida have chosen to treat it like
an illness, offer health insurance that pays for
abortions. Disturbingly, if President Hillary
Clinton gets her wish, your tax dollars will pay
for abortions as well, even if you find abortion to
be morally reprehensible.
If th e case arises that childbirth will place
a pregnant woman's life in danger, there is n o
moral or legal question involved. A woman has
every right to protect her life, even at the unfor
tunate expense of her unborn child. To my
knowledge, no movement exists to outlaw abor
tion under these circumstances. Aside from
protecting your own life, however, there is no
acceptable justification for abortion. Extenuat
ing circumstances always exist, such as case s
involving rape and incest, but those cases occur
so infrequently that they should not be included
in the issue.
Abortion is the tool of cowards, a sadistic,
murderous tool utilized solely to avoid responsi
bility. Those who have abortions for non
medical reasons are, simply put, killers. We
should treat them in the same manner wewould
treat Jeffrey Dahmer if wesaw him on the street.
One day, when the citizens of these United
States elect a morally responsible decent human
being as president, and the Supreme Court de
cides to protect the Constitutional right to life,
abortion will be outlawed in this country. Until
that day, those of uswith a moral conscience are
forced tosit by and watch helplessly as villainous
women kill their children.

'Shelley Carroll
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Student Insurance
Includes Abortion
By College Press Service
Abortion is now covered under a Women co-president Pennie Foster told
student health insurance plan offered the Independent Florida Alligator that
by the University of Florida Student her organization is working to have
Government Association beginning abortion covered under the less expen
this fall, a move that angered anti- sive policy. "It's only right that they
abortionists but won praise from those include abortion on the policy," she
tolcf the campus newspaper. "No other
who support abortion.
Dean of Student Affairs Art medical procedure is discriminated
Sandeen said that of the 35,000 stu against as much as abortion."
Sandeen said that university offi
dents who attend UF, the student gov
ernment sells between 3,000 and 4,000 cials have not had any complaints from
health insurance policies a year. Many parents- yet. "There has been no fall
of the policies are sold to older students out to my knowledge," he said. Abor
who aren't financially dependent on tions on these policies are usually clas
sified as "any other sickness," Sandeen
their parents, he said.
The student government voted in said.
O'Malley said her organization has
April to have a new company sell insur
no
plans
to protest the inclusion of
ance on campus, and chose Scarborough
Company Insurance. The company abortion, but will continue to lecture
now provides students with two op against abortion on campus or wher
tions of health insurance. Plan A, ever else they are invited to speak.
"It's a real lack of m oral commit
which costs $96 a year, doesn't cover
ment, a lack ofself-esteem, that women
abortion.
However, Plan B, which costs$507 seem to feel that they have to acquiesce
annually, includes up to $300 coverage to sexual pressures of society to prove
for abortion. "I think that it is very themselves," she said. "In the end, the
unfortunate that the medical facilities women are hit hardest with it- men
at the University of Florida consider don't have to go out and have abor
killing an unborn child as health re tions."
Foster told the Alligator she is
lated," said Lois Anne O'Malley, direc
pleased
with the abortion coverage.
tor of Gainesville Right to Life. "Preg
nancy is not a disease, so there is really "This is positive, especially for stu
no reasonfromamedicalpointofview, dents, because younger women are af
for the health of a woman, that all of a fected more than any other group," she
sudden this health coverage is avail said.
able."
Campus National Organization For

15
Inkwell Staff
Meeting
Thursday
September 26
12 Noon
Room 201
of Memorial College

Center
Everyone is
welcome!
No experience
necessary!

Friday, September 24
8 p.m. in Memorial
College Center
Prizes for the most
outrageous togas!
Games and Prizes!
Admission is free!
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More On
Intramurals
The intramural and recreational activities
offered at Armstrong State College are a
major part of campus life f or many ASC
students, faculty and staff.
These activities include team sports, indi
vidual and dual sports, and com
petitive and
non-competitive activities. In addition to
the obvious benefit of physical fitness, it is
hoped that participants will also obtain
improved skills, new and lifelong leisure
time skills and social and ethical qualities.
It isfelt that these objectives are consistent
with the college's educational mission.
All students, faculty and staff currently
enrolled or employed at Armstrong State
and presenting a valid ASC l.D. card may
participate in any event or activity.
(Certain restrictions apply to varsity ath
letes.)
Anyone interested in organizing or joining
a team, or participating inan activity should
contact Intramural Director, Lynn Roberts
or assistant Intramural Director, Darrell
Stephens.
These individuals can be reached through
the physical educa tion department at (912)

Intramural Schedule
Activity Entries Due Begins
OPEN

Flag Football

Tuesday
September 21

Sunday
September 26

Wednesday
September 22

Monday
Septemer 27

Captains Meeting
Volleyball
Men and Women

Questions? Call Lynn Roberts at 927*5339

Flag Football
Captain's Meeting
Tuesday. September 21st

WHERE:
TIME:

4

Men, Women, Coed

927-5339.

WHEN:

Monday
September 20

Aerobic Exercise
(M,W,F at noon)

NOON

There will be an organizational meeting of flag football
captains on Tuesday, September 21st at noon in the gym.
Anyone interested in entering a team in the flag football
league this fall needs to attend this meeting.

CONTACT INTRAMURAL
DIRECTOR LYNN
ROBERTS FOR
INFORMATION
927-5339
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1993

1993

Volleyball
Preview
The 1993 volleyball season will mark a new
beginning for Armstrong State's Pirates.
Gone are three seniors (four year
letterwinner Christy Johansen, two-time AllPBAC selectionKoreena Kaminski and Cheryl
Pierce) who helped ASC to the first two win
ning seasons in school history.
Other key losses include two freshmen,
outside hitter Mylene Benito to injuries to both
knees and setter Hui Gibbs to academic woes,
who were key elements in last seasons success.
Also gone is Carol Wilson, the coach who
orchestrated 42 wins in the past two years.
Wilson resigned to pursue business interests.
What's left for ASC is a fresh beginning with
a new coach and a host of new faces. The new
coach is Alvin Jones, who will be in his first year
of coaching at the college level. Jones feels that
coaching ASC could have its rewards, "To be
the head coach of a team with such potential
and with so much character is a great opportu
nity for me.
The administration is fi rmly backing our
team, win, lose or draw, and I am very apprecia
tive of that fact. However, the fan support that
every team needs will have to come from more
than the select volleyball community.
We want everyone to come to at least one
match (admission is free) and see and feel that
volleyball fever."
The good news for Jones is that he has
found several new faces to go with three return
ing letterwinners.
Best of the newcomers could be 5'11"
middlehitter Nicole Smith, from Florida Com
munity College in Jacksonville. Smith was a
first team NJCAA All-State and All-Region
selection last season.
Junior Marcia Morgan, a transfer from Hill
(TX) JC, where she was honorable mention AllAmerica, will replace Gibbs at the setter posi
tion.
Morgan should have plenty of weapons to
keep loaded besides Smith. Senior returnee
Sherrene Benedict received all-conference hon
ors last season and set records for kills in a season
and in a match.
Also back is sophomore Melanie Methe,
who came into her own midway through last
year after being forced into a starting position
due to numerous injuries. Methe finished with
150 kills and 293 digs in the 1992 campaign.
Deborah Schjodt, a 6'3" transfer from
Dakota State College, could give the Pirates a
formidable frontline when teamed with Benedict
and Smith.
Freshman Sara Stroud will provide
depth and be a key contributor as a 5'10"
middlehitter.
ASC will have plenty of depth to
work with, led by two-year letterwinner Jennifer Grundy, a5'4" juniorwho will assist with the
setting chores.
Providing help defensively will be
Angie Mickel, a 5'7" outside hitter from Can
ton, GA, and Lamonica Robinson, a 5'4" fresh
man defensive specialist who hails originally
from Moultrie,GA.
Armstrong State will need contribu
tions from everyone on the roster against a new
and upgraded schedule.

- Darrell Stephens

State College

Volleyball
Roster
NO.
7
4
12
21
11

5
6

14
9

NOME

POS.

HGT.

VR.

HOMFTOIUN/SCHOOL

Sherrene Benedict *
Jennifer Grundy **
Melanie Methe *
flngie Mickel
Marcia Morgan
Lamonica Robinson
Deborah Schjodt
Nicole Smith
Sara Stroud

OH
S
OH
OH
S
OS
MH
MH
MH

5'7"
5'4"
5'8"
5*7"
5'8"
5'4"
6'3"
5'11"
5'1B"

SR.
JR.
SO.
FR.
JR.
FR.
SO.
JR.
FR.

Jacksonuille,FL/Florida CC
Sauannah.GR/St. Oincent's Rcadem
Sauannah.GR/St. Oincent's Rcademy
Canton,GR/Sequoyah HS
San Rntonio.TH/ Hill JC
Moultrie.GR/IDashingtonuille (NV) HS
Sioux Falls,SO/ D akota State College
Oauenport,FL/Florida CC
Dallas,TH/South Garland HS

* Letters IDon

1993 ASC Volleyball Schedule
TIME

DRTE

OPPONENT

L O C R T IO N

Tues.,Sept. 14

Flagler
North Florida
Palm Beach Atlantic
Spartanburg M e t h o d i s t
Emory
F l o r i d a CC
6eorg!a Southern
West Georgia
Rugusta
Sauannah State
Albany State
OSC R i k e n +

J a c k s o n u i l l e , FL

Pira tes Den
S a u a n n a h , GR
R l b a n y , GR
R i k e n , SC

1 :BB

Paine Inuitational
Charleston Southern
Sauannah State
Albany State
Florida ROM
Mercer
Conuerse
U SC S p a r t a n b u r g +
Charleston Southern
F r a n c i s M ar i o n +
Pembroke State +
Fl orida CC
Rugusta +
W e s t G eo r g i a I n u i t a t i o n a l

R u g u s t a , GR
Charleston, SC
Pirates Den
Pirates Den
M a c o n , GR

TBR
7:88

Georgia Southern
Sauannah College of Rrt 0 Design

S t a t e s b o r o , GR
Pirates Den

7:88
7 : BB

PB RC TOUR NRME NT

P e m b r o k e , NC

TBR

Thurs.,Sept. 16
sat.,sept. 18
Tues.,Sept. 21
Thurs., Sept. 23
Sat.,Sept. 25
Men., Sept 27
Tues.,Sept. 28
Thurs.,Sept. 3B
Fri. 0 Sat.
Oct. 1-2
Tues.,Oct. 5
Thurs., Oct 7
Sat.,Oct. 9
T u es . , O c t . 1 2
F r i . ,O c t . 1 5
Sat.,Oct. 16
Tues.,Oct. 19
Fri.,Oct. 22
Sat.,Oct. 23
Tues.,Oct. 26
U Je d . , O c t . 2 7
F r i . f> S a t .
Oct. 29-38
T U B S ., NOU. 2
Wed., Nou. 3
Fri.,Sat., Sun.
Nou. 5-6-7

Pirates Den
A t l a n t a , GR
J a c k s o n u i l l e , FL
Pirates Den

S p a r t a n b u r g , SC
S p a r t a n b u r g , SC
Pirates Den
F l o r e n c e , SC
P e m b r o k e , NC
Pirates Den
R u g u s t a , GR
C a r r o l l t o n , GR

HERD COR CH: Rluin Jo nes

+ PEACH BELT ATHLETIC CONFERENCE

Come out and support ASC Women's
Volleyball...
I gave you the schedule- you have no
excuse for not coming to see a game!

5:8
7:8
5:8
5:0

7:0
7:88
5 :B B
9:00

6:80

6:88

7:BB

6:88

12:88

3:88
5:88
7:88

2:88
7:88
7: B B

1:88
7:88
7:88
TBR
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Sports Profile:
fllvin Jones

ASC's new Head Volleyball Coach, Alvin Jones.

Alvin Jones will be in his first year at
Armstrong State College, and in his first
year of coaching at the college level. Jones
is pleased with the opportunity to coach at
ASC.
"This is a great opportunity for me. I'm
happy to be the head coach of a teamwith
such potential and with such great charac
ter."
Although Jones will be getting his
first taste of collegiate coaching, he is no
stranger to the game of volleyball. While
serving in the U.S. Army he both played
and coached the game.
During 1983 and 1984 Jones played
for the Primasens, West Germany, Com
munity team. In1987 and 1988 he played
with a Nuremburg (Germany) Commu
nity team. The 1987 team finished as the
Array's 7th corps runner-up, and the1988
team was the All-European Champion.
Jones made the AmericanEriendship team

during the '87 season and was named the
MVP of that team.
In 1989, while stationed atFortHood,
Texas, he got his first taste of coaching,
guiding the women's post team from 1989
until 1992.
Besides his coaching duties, Jones
found time to play in the United States
Volleyball Association and was invited to
the All-Army trials in 1991.
Jones is excited about volleyball, not
only at ASC, but in the Savannah area,"1
feel that ASC volleyball is going places,
and I feel h
t at the administrationis sincere
in their commitment to the sport.lt is my
greatest hope that one day all foSavannah
will share the same commitment to the
sport and that interest will result in the
implementing of volleyball in our second
ary school system in Chatham county."
- Darrell Stephens

Sports Profile:

Eddie flench bocher
Dr. Eddie Aenchbacher has been the
Armstrong State College men's and women's
cross country coach since the fall of 1990.
Aenchbacher explains his interest in
running came fro m his military days, •I've
been intersted in distance running since my
military days, when I stepped into the world
of running. It has continued since then, even
during my baseball days.
Even if I wasn't coaching I'd still be
running, simply because of the health and
fitness aspect."
Aenchbacher servedin the United States
Air Force from 1971 until 1975, spending
part of that time stationed in the South East
Asian theatre of operations.
Upon leaving the Air Force the Jenkins
high school graduate returned to Savannah
and enrolled at Armstrong State, receiving a
Bachelor of Science degree in Health and
Physical Education in 1979.
While at ASC, Aenchbacher was a
standout pitcher on the Pirate baseball team,
leading the pitching staff in earned run aver
age t wice and in wins three times. He still
stands fifth in career innings pitched and
tenth in career wins at ASC.
Aenchbacher was also named the 1979
winner of the President's Cup, which annu
ally goes to the ASC athlete with the highest
GPA.
Aenchbacher earned his Masters degree
in physical education from the University of

Georgia in 1980 and his Ed.D. in physical
education in 1990.
In his three years as cross country coach,
Aenchbacher has constructed a program that
has managed to contend for Peach Belt Ath
letic Conference championships on an annual
basis.
Aenchbacher's 1991 womens team fin
ished second in the PBAC championships
while the mens team finished third.
Aenchbacher was named the PBAC womens
Coach of the Year that season. In 1992 his
womens team again finished second while the
men wound up fifth in the PBAC champion
ships.
Aenchbacher's three year record stands
at 15-6 with the women and 13-6 with the
men. As the ASC soccer coach from 1980
until 1986, he posted a 43-51-2 record, often
competing against Division I schools.
Aenchbacher enjoys coaching, and sums
up the team concept like this. "It may not be
that you love running so much, but you realize
the benefits you derive from it.
The difficult task is getting started. You
can have your ups and downs, you have times
when you just can't do it. When there are
people to share with you, the support is there."
Besides his coachingduties, Aenchbacher
ts one of the most popular members of the
faculty in the ASC physical education depart
v
ment.
- Darrell Stephens

Cross Country Coach Eddie Aenchbacher
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Heavy's
Hotseat

Mens
Womens
Cross Country Cross Country

After knocking on the door for the past two
The 1993 Armstrong State College men's
cross country team is looking to improve on last years, the 1993 Armstrong State College women's
seasons fifth place finish in the Peach Belt cross country team may be ready to come crashing
through it.
Athletic Conference.
After runner-up finishes in the Peach Belt
After
a
third
place
PBAC
finish
in
the
By Darrell Stephens
Athletic Conference in the first two years of the
inaugural year of the conference, ASC dropped
league's existence, ASC's coach, Dr. Eddie
ommended for medical school by the chemistry to fifth last season and fourth year coach, Dr. Aenchbacher has put together a group that may
department have been accepted; education Eddie Aenchbacher went looking for help to well be his best yet.
Returning from last season are junior Aimee
majors always score higher than state competi move the Pirates back into title contention.
tion on the Teacher Certification Test, passing Aenchbacher may have found what he was Miller, a ninth place finisher in the PBAC cham
pionships, senior Gabi Hauck, who finished eighth
at over a 95 percent rate during the past decade. looking for.
Joining the Buc crew are Blaise Willis, in the PBAC,sophomore Jodi Hatfield who fin
That's not all, but it's enough to conclude,
Armstrong State College has provided edu
Bobby Sprinkle, DanSpencer, j
.Johnson, ished 10th and Traci Bracket, who Aenchbacher
cational opportunites for literally thousands of that ASC is a special place.
dunks is ready to make a major contribution in
Matt
Fritch
and
Demetrius
Sit
If people only realized that over 6,000 ASC
individuals in her 58 year existence.
Add
the
.newcomers
to
veteran
runners
1993.
But how many people are really educated alumni reside within a 90 mile radius of Savan
To go with the four returnees Aenchbacher
nah, and that ASC employs over 700 people- Patrick Babula (a two-time All-Peach Belt se
ABOUT Armstrong State College?
has added Julie Wimer, Holly Henderson, Anna
lection)
,
Chris
Thi
e
lemann,
Keith
Bly
andSteve
Many people adopt an institution as their with an annual economic impact of o ver $60
Mathis and Aenchbacher has enough confi Johnson, Lynn Williams, June Pharis and Beverly
own. Notre Dame football has created a follow . m illion dollars on the Chatham County areadence
in his 1993 squad to make this comment, Johnson, who comes to ASC from Danville (IL)
ing that is affectionatley known as alumni, most maybe some of those people would be more
"We
were
fifth in the conference last year, but I CC with excellent credentials.
of whom have never set foot on the South Bend willing to support an institution that returns to
"We have finished second two years in a row
it's community, rather than takes away from it. expect us to be in the top three this year, if not and it's time to move up a notch, we have the
campus.
at
the
top.
We
have
five
solid
runners,
led
by
To quote ASC President, Dr. Robert
talent" says Aenchbacher of his 1993 squad.
That has happened here as well. One can
Patrick Babula, a senior who finished third in
The fourth year headcoach obviously feelshe
walk across the ASC campus and see tee-shirts Burnett, from a letter in the Savannah News
the PBAC last year."
has assembleda solid group of runners. "Both teams
representing The University of Georgia, Florida Press on July 4, 1993, "In all university-driven
ASC will open their season on September have a little more pressure to succeed this year.
State, The University of Miami and Georgia state systems, too little is often expected of
25th when they host the Armstrong State Invi They are e xpected to improve. They have to be
Southern, just to name a few. Rarely seen is the colleges like Armstrong, and too little given to
support them. While Armstrong can always use tational. The Pirates will compete in the PBAC mentally and physically toug her than their oppo
same representation for Armstrong State.
championships on October 30th at Augusta nents."
There is nothing wrong with this, but it more state and federal dollars, the relatively
College.
The Armstrong State women open their sea
does leave the impression that those schools are small funding for operations has never deterred
son on Saturday,September 25th, when they host
'Darrell
Stephens
this
college's
will
to
succeed.
We
are
like
the
looked up to as "a place I'd rather be."
the ASC Invitational.
'Darrell Stephens
What I'm left wondering is if people actu bumblebee whose wings are too small, and body
ally realize how special Armstrong State is, and too heavy, for flight to be aerodynamically pos
if so, how lucky this community and it's resi sible. The bee pays no attention to the condi
dents are to have ASC right here in Savannah. tion and consequently goes about his business.
Fall quarter is an exciting time when we (Monday - Thursday) and Sunday afternoons.
For 58 years Armstrong State College has So do we."
welcome new students, faculty and staff and We make evry effort to offer activities to nonThe list of accomplishments forASC could
educated a multitude of people, and then dis
when others return to continue educational traditional and night students. Some activities
go
on,
but as Dr. Burnett says, ASC just goes
pensed them back into the community to take
pursuits. We would like torn extend a "wel may be scheduled at times other than the hours
their place in society, enabling countless num about her business.
come" and "welcome back" from the Intramural listed previously. We realize thatb your time is
The unfortunate aspect of that, is that
bers to benefit from what ASC produced.
Department. You will be receiving a brochure valuablke, and we want to help in whatever
unless
someone takes up her cause, Armstrong
Doctors, like William Ray and Spencer
with the fall quarter events, but in the mean ways we can.
Wheeler; lawyers, including Frank Cheatham, State will continue to be taken for granted.
We welcome all students, faculty, and staff
time, ploease read on about our program and
I only wish that this community could
Phyllis Kravitch, Lisa Bohler-Hunter, Ernie
currently enrolled or employed at ASC to par
what we have to offer you!
Friedman and John Beam; politicians and busi realize how lucky it really is.
The intramural and recreational activities ticipate in this program. A valid ASC I.D. is
As current students, alumni, faculty and
ness leaders likeJohnRousakis, NortonMelaver,
that we offer are a major part of campus life for required. Please contact me, Lynn Roberts, at
and Herb Traub; architects including Bob Gunn staff, let's give back to ASC what she has given many ASC students, faculty, and staff. W ithte am 927-5339, so that I can assist you in organizing
and Lee Meyer and educators and coaches like to so many of us. Let's help to educate people sports, individual and dual sports, competitive or joining a team or participating in any of our
Buddy Hardy, Tommy Cannon, Lamar Kirkley, about ASC.
and non-competitive activities, you are sure to activities. Whether you choose one activity or
I'm not recommending "championing the
Larry Burke and Foy and Katy Ballance, are all
find an activity in which you can become in five activities, we feel that you will find this to be
cause." Just do on
e simple thing, when you speak
Armstrong State College alumni.
volved. Physical fitness is an obvious benefit, a rewarding part of your college life. If you have
Those individuals, and many others, have of ASC, speak with PRIDE.
but we hope you will also improve skills and questions about the times of specific events, give
As a non-traditional student, and a gradu
returned to Savannah and Chatham County
develop new and lifelong leisure time skills and me a call so that we can try to work with your
ate of ASC, I'm proud, and grateful, for what she
schedule. Don't just spectate, PARTICI
the gift bestowed upon them by the faculty and
friendships.
has given me. Aren't you?
Activities are offered during the noon ac PATE""
staff at Armstrong State.
-Lynn Roberts
To borrow from my sports background,
tivity hour (Tuesdays and Thursdays), evenings
during the 1950's and the 1960's the Boston
Celtics were expected to win championships.
A couple of years ago, Armstrong State
used a motto that said simply, "Expect the Best."
Like those old Celtic teams, who were
expected to win, Armstrong State is expected to
provide to the coastal empire area exactly what
she has been providing for the past 58 years.
ASC has delivered. But, in being an educa
tional pillar, she has become overlooked for
what she has done. By delivering her best, it has
AX
MEET
become expected that no less will be provided
Savannah, GA
Armstrong State Invitational

Taking Pride in
Armstrong

Don*t Just Spectate!

Armstrong State College
Men's and W omen's
. - Cross Country^
Schedule

from h er.
A sampling of ASC's accomplishments
include four departments that registered a 100
percent pass rate in national exams during the
1992-1993 academic year, a literary magazine
(The Calliope) that has been selected the best
publication of its kind in the nation for four
consecutive years. It doesn't end there.
In the past decade, 26 of 30 students rec

Augusta Invitational
Georgia College Invitational
College of Charleston Invitational
Valdosta State Invitational
Georgia Southern Invitational

Augusta, GA
Milledgeville, GA
Charleston, SC
Valdosta, GA
Statesboro, GA

Peach Belt Championships

Augusta, GA
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Parking Regulations
I. State and local traffic laws apply as traffic regulations on Armstrong State College campus.
II. Registration of Vehicles Operating on Campus.
A. All vehicles operating on campus must be registered and must display the proper deca .

1. Decals are obtained at no cost in the Campus Police Office. Before a decal will be issue, you must present a va i
driver's license. The decal must be affixed to the rear bumper (lower left side), or rear window (lower e t corner).
2. Decals do not show an expiration date. Periodically, the college will notify vehicle operators to pick up a new decal
3. Vehicle operators must obtain decals within five days of the first day of classes of the first quarter they are enrolled at
the college.
4- Anyone obtaining another vehicle during the course of a quarter must have this vehicle registered immediately or ris
being ticketed for violation.
5. Student vehicle operators are authorized to use student decals for their vehicles. College employees are authorized to
use staff decals for their vehicles.
6. Students with State Issued Handicapped decals may park in blue spaces reserved and marked Handicapped. Students
nth temporary disabilities may see the Chief of Police, Ed Lyons, or the Student Affairs Office to obtain temporary permi
7. Graduate students enrolled in the Graduate Program are subject to all parking and traffic regulations.
B. Non-Decal Vehicle Regulations.
1. A non-decal vehicle is subject to tow-away or to a special fine.
2. Visitors should obtain a temporary parking permit from a college administrator or department head, display the permi
by hanging it from the rear-view mirror and park in yellow spaces marked "FACULTY" or white spaces marked
"STUDENT." Parking lots 1 and 2 are also available.
3. Visitors on campus may use spaces marked "VISITOR" in front of the Administration Building on College Boulevard
Decal vehicles parked in these spaces will be ticketed.

Blue
Yellow
White

III. Parking Regulations
A. Parking spaces are m arked as folbws for vehicles w ith decals:

Reserved spaces are marked i.e.- Head, Mathematics Dept., Registrar, Handicapped, etc
Reserved spaces marked "FACULTY" for ASC faculty, staff, and administration.
Reserved spaces marked "STUDENTS" for enrolled ASC students.
B. General Parking Regulations.

. ar ing is not permitted at RED curbs. These areas are fire lanes and loading zones and must be kept clear
Z. Vehi cles are not permitted on the grass or sidewalks.
. rp,
,
3. Vehicles may not be packed into parking spaces

~ "•'
7. A

3 0

izsrr ~

5. Parking is not permitted at solid YELLOW lines, curbs, or yellow zones.
;;
campus grew nds will be issued a ticket which cart is .
fin. (SechonVbl
a r e o n » „ t h eh
o
a
r
s
C

Permission
may be granted by college authorities to exempt

0pemCors from the otwe stated requirements where
circumr
circumstances warrant, such as a need to bad and unload vehicles. A
etc
o p e r a t o r s h o u l d o b t a i n p e r m i s sArmstrong
i o n f r o m Police
epartment personnel for the exce ption before operating a vehicle in
such an unauthorized manner.

— —

caIn7'us

streets or on
^
^
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Safety: Talking With Police Chief Ed Lyons
. . . . . . .

Ed Lyons, Armstrong Police De
partment Chief, would like to improve
the safety on campus for the benefit of
the faculty, students, and visitors on
campus. H e can not, however, accomplish this task alone. Everyone on campus must b e responsible, and must be
aware of their surroundings. The police
force, no matter how large, can not be
everywhere at all times.
Chief Lyons, who was a Deputy
Sheriff of Chatham County Courts for
many years, and who was employed by
the Chatham County Police Depart
ment (Metro) for twelve years, has al
ready improved safety on campus. One
of the many ways he has accomplished
this has been through the implementa
tion of the Armstrong Student Auxil
iary Patrol (ASAP). "ASAP serves as
the extra eyes and ears for the police
department," Lyons stated. Some of
the functional areas ASAP performs
are exercising parking enforcement,
giving assistance to motorists, and pro
viding escorts to students and faculty.
UJUipUU.

A- 1.^, Wll
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. . . . . . . . . .

Should anyone ever need these ser certified by the Georgia Peace Officers
vices, they may contact the Public Standards and Training Council
(POST), and all have the sameauthor
Safety Office at 921-5555.
Chief Lyons has also worked dili ity and arrest powers th at other local
gently to improve the communications police agencies possess. The state of
division of the police department Georgia requires police officers to at
(ASCPD).
ASCPD is now linked tain 20 hours of in service training per
with the National Crime Information year to keep their Georgia certifica
Center (NCIC), as well as with the tion, while Chief Lyons requires his
Georgia Crime Information Center officers to attain 80 hours per year.
(GCIC). NCIC and GCIC serve to Most of his officers are Intermediate
and Advance certified, and others are
assist the ASCPD officers.
After three yearsof requesting emer soon to be.
But how can you, as a student or
gency call boxes, Chief Lyonsis excited
faculty
member, makeArmstrong a safer
to announce the installation of two of
these boxes, already in place at the place? Be patient! When you arrive at
dorms and in the back parking lot be school, frantically trying to finda park
tween the tennis courts and the gym. ing place, remember to utilize allavail
Lyons e ncourages students, staff, a nd able parking, and do not park illegally.
visitors to use these call boxes not only Not only do you risk being ticke ted or
in times ofemergency, but anytime the towed, but you risk h arm to your ve 
hicle by leaving it jutting out into the
assistance of an officer is needed
Last but not least, Lyons would like street.
Be responsible! Lock up all valu
Armstrong to know that his fine, dedi
ables,
and "if you can't afford to live
cated staff of officers is to be com
without
it... don't bring it to school!"
mended. All officersof the ASCPD are

.

.

7

Armstrong Police Department Chief
Ed Lyons
Chief Lyonswants the students and
faculty to be aware of their surround
ings, and to rest assured that the Arm
strong State College PoliceDepartment
is here to serve you, and that they are
doing everything intheir power to make
Armstrong a safe place.
'Joanna Qilmer

Coming to a Theatre Department Hear You
auditions will be announced. The play
theatre, and Theatre Management, Winter quarter. This play is billed as a
dates are May 13, 14, and 15.
which deals with box office, publicity, rollicking fun evening of mistaken iden
Thp Serrer Life of Albert Nobbs by
tity that will definitely make the night
Are you looking for acheap date or budgets, etc, are also new courses. Also,
Simone Benmussa that was adapted
a way to make new friends? The some of the English professors offer filled with laughter. The audition dates
for this production will be announced. from a story by George Moore will be
Masquers cordially invite all warm, extra credit when a student attends a
The roles to becast will consist of up to Manderson's spring production. This
breathing bodies to attend or partici Masquers production. By signing upfor
seven women and seven men. (Mellen play takes place in the late 1800's in
pate in their future productions. Dr. DRS 227, students receive one quarter
Ireland and revolves around the life of
Sandra Manderson and Dr.Peter Mellen hour for each production that they be asks that I tell you that this play will be a woman that dresses as a man all of her
done in modern dress,so, sorry women,
assure The Inkwell that they are willing come involved with—up to a limit of
the men will not be wearing tights.) adult life. The rolesfor this playconsist
to train any and all who volunteer. If five quarter hours.
of seven women and three men. Audi
The Passionof Dracula, a play based The play dates are tentatively set for
you are too shy to walk on stage, there
tions will be announced. Play dates are
the first two weekends in May.
are plenty of backstage jobsto keep you on Bram St oker's novel, by Bob Hall
May 27, 28, 29 and June 3,4,5.
Manderson
will
direct
the
revival
busy u ntil graduation. You can also and David Richmond will open the
This year's line up sounds exciting
of Talking with . . . by Ja ne Martin,
obtain:college credits from one to five Masquers 1993-94 season. Mellen guar
and
fun. So if you'r e bored and have
during the winter quarter, which was
hours by signing up for the appropriate antees a night of terrifying, spooky fun
first performed at Armstrong last spring. some extra time, comeon over and give
college courses. If time happens to bein with a little bit of romance thrown in.
This play consist of eleven contempo the Masquers a hand. If you'r e over
short supply in your life, show your Auditions for this play willbe Septem
rary monologues done by women. The loaded, bring your I.D. and let the
support by attending the productions. ber 20, 21, 22 from 6:00 to8:00 p.m. If
characters present their perceptions of Masquers give you an evening of free
Students, faculty, and ASC employees you cannot make these dates, call Dr.
the rodeo, baton twirling,the OZ scare entertainment. For more information
are admitted free with I. D.,and general Mellen at 5627 or leave amessage with
crow,
acting, life, death, MacDonalds, or to get involved, call the LLDA at
admission ranges from $3.00 to $5.00. the LLDA at 5289. The roles call for
snake handling, lamps, child birth, and 5289, Dr. Mellen at 5627, or Dr
The Languages, Literature, and two to four women and five to seven
basically getting by. The roles in this Manderson at 5617. See vou at the
Dramatic Arts department offersa vari men. The backstage help needed for
play have already been cast. The play theatre.
ety of courses forthose interested in the this production includes carpenters
dates
will be announced.
theatre at any level. A new course (anyone with the ability to hold a ham
Dianne Daniels, an ASC graduate,
added this quarter is Introduction to mer), electricians, lighting and sound
has
planned
to direct the play Tallev's
Acting that teaches basic acting skills. people, and a stage manager. The play
Follv
by
Lanford
Wilson in the spring.
Oral Interpretation teaches the art of dates are scheduled for October 29,30,
This
play
takes
place
during World War
dramatic reading, and Acting II builds and 31 at 8:00 p.m. in Jenkins Audito II and involves two people in a very
on skills learned in the Introduction to rium, and general admission is $5.00* unique romance. One woman and one
Mellen will direct A Comedy of
Acting course. Theatre Appreciation,
Errors
by William Shakespeare during man are needed for this play. The
an introduction to the workings of the

By Annette Logue
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Faculty Profiles Gary Fodor

When I answered my phone this
last week of s ummer vacation, I was
surprised to hear the voice of Gary
Fodor, Assistant Professor of Spanish
and Advisor to the Hispanic Society.
"I just checked my messages," hesaid.
"I'm in Miami." Although by this
time I had lost all hope, I h ad left a
message on his answering machine
concerning a possible interview for
the Inkwell.
His responsewas typical of Fodor's
dedication andenthusiasm. We talked
for an hour, covering everything from
hobbies to hopes for the future con
cerning Armstrong and the Hispanic
Society. "I'm really excited," he said.
"This is going to be a great year." His
good-natured tone was typical of the
positive attitude he expresses within

the classroom.
Fodor returned to Armstrong in
1988 asan Assistant Professor of Span
ish after receiving a Bachelor's degree
from ASC in Political Science and a
Master's degree in Spanish Language
and Culture from Middlebury Col
lege in Madrid, Spain. In addition to
teaching Spanish language classes,
Fodor offers a class in the Civilization
and Culture ofSpain and oversees the
Foreign Language Internship Program
(FLIP), a program that he developed
in which superior Spanish students
are able to teach Spanish in selected
elementary schools under his supervi
sion. He also founded Armstrong's
Intercollegiate English and Foreign
Language Oratorical Competition
(ICEFLO). This program enables stu

dents to compete in their preferred
language on a university level. The
competition, which takes place
in February, is open to any student
enrolled in a southeastern college or
university. Enrollment in a language
class is not required.
As well as advising the Hispanic
Society, Fodor is an active partici
pant. He encourages student involve
ment in the club which he helped to
found in 1989. "We're looking for
new members," he expressed. "We
have some great things planned for
this year, including a trip to St. Au
gustine, Fla. The Hispanic Society is
open to all students who show an
interest. They don't have to speak
Spanish or be enrolled in a Spanish
class." The Hispanic Society, which
yearly

Manage Your College Expenses
Without Dropping A Bundle.

also welcomes interested members of
the surrounding community, meets
monthly. Meeting information is
posted in advance throughout campus
During the telephone interview,
I asked Fodor how he would like to be
perceived by his students. "As a hu
man being who has good days and bad
days," he replied. "And as somebody
who cares about my students' perfor
mance and progress in class. I think
I'm fair, although Spanish may be
more difficult for some than others.
Most of all, I want students to feel
comfortable in approaching me. I
want them to know I'm available."
As a former student myself, I only
hope that Fodor doesn't regret those
words when he scans his next callingcard bill.
-Qrace Robbins

A Dollar A Month Is All It Ibices.
The NationsBank Student Program makes it
easy to manage your money -and it doesn't cost a
bundle!
• With NationsBank Instant Checking you pay
a monthly maintenance fee ofonly $1, and you
can write up to seven checks a month at no extra
charge. Over seven, there is a 750 charge per
check. You can also make unlimited transactions
at NationsBank ATMs at no extra charge.
® Your NationsBank 24 Hour Banking Card
gives you mstant access to your cash at more than
1,600 NationsBank ATMs in the Southeast and
Texas at no additional charge-and at HONOR'
and Cirrus" ATMs across the country and around
the world. (There is a small additional charge for
transactions at non- NationsBank ATMs.)
* A NationsBank MasterCard® or Visa8 gives
you a convenient way to make purchases - and
there is no annual fee for the first year!
A NationsBank Student Loan can help you
finance your college education. Just call us at
1-800-583 - 6703 for information about the loans
available to you.
Personal financial management is an easy "A"
with the NationsBank Student Program. Just
visit your nearby NationsBank to start taking
advantage of convenient checking, unlimited
NationsBank ATM access andmore. We'll help
you take a load off!

NationsBank

The Power To Make A Difference."
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Dear Students,
I hope everyone enjoyed their summer vacation. "Vacation" is hardly the
word I would use to describe my summer. I have been hard at work- in the
classroom attending summer school,
and in my office, trying to make Armstrong State College a better school. I
would like to take this opportunity to
welcome back all returning students,
and tocongratulate the incomingffeshmen on their choice of schools.
For those of you who do not know
me, please allow me to introduce myself. My name is Terry Samuels, and I
am the President of your Student Government Association. I am a 22 year
old senior, majoring in Criminal Justice. If everything goesaccording to my
plans, I will be attending law school
immediately following my g raduation
from ASC. My life is planned out--1
know what1want, and what it willtake
to get it. I am proud, dedicated, and
hard working. No matter what I do, I
want to be the absolute best.
I'd like to tell all of you a story
about a bright youngman named Terry
who finally becamea true leader. When
I first b ecame president, I thought it
was a joke. I was voted in as vice
president, and then Ken Smith suddenly resigned, leaving me with the
presidency. I didn't know what to do,
or how to react. I did what any person
in a new job would do-1 tried to make
everyone happy. I was experiencing
inner turmoil the entire time. To top it
all off, I was having personal problems,
The turning point in the entire situation came during summer quarter,
When I thought my load was sure to
lessen, it just got worse. I began to take
criticism that I thought was unfair. My
grades were still great, and my performance at work and school had not
dropped off- but my attitude had suffered.
It was at this point th
at Idiscovered
the problem-1 had worked so hard to
make everyone else happy, I was making myself unhappy. All I needed was
an attitude adjustment and a positive
outlook. No matter what I d o, there
will always be someone who thinks that
it is not good enough.
The last two quarters have been
the toughest of my life, but I wouldn't
change anything that has happened to
me over that time. I think I needed to
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Writer's Block

find out what I was made of, and I
As you scan the faces of your dane though no less comfortable
passed t he test. People can criticize
peers, you are at once doing two greetings to which they are accusme, but no one can question my heart,
things. Either you are looking for tomed: "Hi" or "How's it goin" and
desire, or work ethic. Joseph Babula is
someone to meet or someone to most often, "Don't I know you from
my best friend, but Ido not want to lead
like he did. I am my own person, and I avoid. To what extent you devote somewhere?"
your efforts in these two compleAs Philosophy majors continue
want to set my own standard,
A leader is supposed to stand out mentary activities will depend, of their debate ("Do philosophy maand be respected. It is tough to be the course, upon the type of person you jors really need algebra?"), and Enperson at the top of the totem pole, for are, but let's face it—that dangerous glish majors read anything but an
if anything goes -wrong, I alone will history professor conducting your 7 algebra textbook ("Hemmingway
shoulder the blame. I can deal with it am is not going to ruin your first day didn't need algebra"), Freshmen are
if I can accept the good things people of fall quarter.
called upon to do their four year
say, I can lea rn to accept the bad.
The maelstrom of disorganized dodge of Algebra 101 ("I'm not
The SGA hasa lotof things instore
freshmen and well oiled veterans studying to become anengineer, you
for the coming year. We are doing all
outside of Gamble Hall is a terrible know"). The ingenuity and reasonwe can about the parking and lighting
situations, but these issues will take sight to behold for the feeble hearted, ing expended by the student body in
time to solve. We will m aintain the and a bonanza to those more in- this one endeavor could, if harclined to the social gravy of college nessed, easily power the entire Math
fight until something is done,
The SGA wants to improve ASC life. Regardless of how you choose Department's mental faculty for an
by cleaning up the cafeteria, creating a to view your college brethren, you entire year, but the low level mental
better relationship with night students, cannot deny the charge, the explo- emissions of the individual student
getting students more involved in stu- sion of excitement inherent in ev- have as yet proven difficult to hardent activities, expanding game room ery return to the first day of classes, vest for this noble purpose.
and Studio A hours to Saturdays and
Most ofyour fellows will bewearThose students cornered into a
Sundays, developing better relation- ing the clothes and faces which they ten week waltz with the quadratic
ships with faculty and administration,
feel will set the tone of their college formula will, of course, react in one
maintaining longerlibrary hours, schedcareers. Although there are, of of two ways-either they'll pass or
uling more upper level courses, and
providing better advisement and easier course, those who will consciously they'll fail. Most of those who pass
registration for students. And theseare buck this trend, most will be seen will be the 'nibblers' who take a bite
just the tip of the iceberg- we h ave bouncing along, acknowledging of math every evening before bed.
many other ideas we would like to imple- even the least familiar face or look, The 'gulpers' prefer to wait and cram
hoping that enough shaking will down massive quantities of this acament.
The SGA can't do anything with- cause them to fall into a comfortable demic cabbage just prior to the test
out the help and support of the student social niche.
in order to properly choke on their
body. Our officesare located upstairs in
Eager students vie for position exams. Don't misunderstand; those
the MCC building — students are al- on the popularity roster, while the of you enjoying the happy marriage
ways welcome to stop, by anytime. Don't less aggressive nevertheless manage of Mrs. Morton's pot pies and The
juststand around-get involved. Things
to coagulate with others of their ilk, Colonel's patented 'spork' need not
will not change if no one speaks out.
though in less obvious encounters, reform your dining habits in order to
Check behind my work and the workof
Never
mind that in two weeks some pass Algebra 101, but the approach
theother executive officers:Vice President Brandon Issacson, Treasurer An- fearful yoga positions will berequired is the same.
Regardless of whom you know,
thony Bryant, and Secretary Kelly for butt kicking one's self into homeSwain. Ask your senators what the work-this day is set aside for the what you wear, or how you eat, don't
SGA is up to...I think the SGA could discharge and employment of social forget to enjoy yourself without fordo a far better job. And we will do energy.
getting why you're here. Each of us,
better. I think too many people are too
Out by the founta in penny.loaf- as different as we may be, are here for
concerned about what SGA can do for ers meet: "Buffy." "Todd." "Mum the same reason and have at least
them instead of concentrating on what says she saw your mom at the Junior that in common.
they can do for SGA. The SGA must League luncheon and..."
At the risk of reading like a sun
realize that their loyalty is to the stuOn other parts of the campus, drenched flower child, I'd like to
dent body of Armstrong. I promise, as
wader wearing gents holler greet- welcome you to (or back to) Arm
your president, that the SGA will be
run efficiently, and that we will go ings of "Bubba!" and are met with strong now, in case you miss my nod
on the way to Algebra next_quarter.
above and beyond the call of duty for "Hey Bubba you old coon dog!"
Still other less stereotypically
-C.P. Nichob
our fellow students,
shod students use the more mun-Terry Samuels
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Did You Know?
Do You Know?
Did you know...
...that Custer's last stand at
Little Big Horn was not a defen
sive struggle for the United States
Army's Seventh Cavalry? Rather,
it was a botched attack on an
overwhelmingly large group of
Sioux and Cheyenne Indians —
recent archeological evidence
indicates.
Do you know...
...how many games the
Colombia University football team
lost before defeating Princeton
University in 1987?

Please submit your response to
the "Do You Know?" to The
Inkwell on theevaluation form
on page 6 of this issue.

ACROSS
1 Outer garment
5 Enfold
9 Young horse
13 — Major
14 Coast
15 Scent
16 Sharp blows
17 Jumble
19 Merry
21 Angry
22 Oil-rich bea n
23 Kingdom
25 Set of players
27 Mineral spring
29 Stride
31 Theatrical
plays
35 Illuminated
36 — four
38 Sales booth
39 One
41 Souvenir
43 Location
44 Porch
46 Flies alone
48 Female deer
49 Academic
recognition
51 Canvas shelter
52 Sixth sense
53 Retained
55 Rear end of a
boat
57 By way of
60 Nobleman
62 Corrects texts
65 Basic things
68 Supervision
69 Essayist
70 Custom
71 Augury
72 Back part
73 Otherwise
74 Salamander
DOWN
1 Street edging
2 Of th e mouth
3 Ambition
4 Flavor
5 What person?
6 Fishing poles
7 Specialized
vocabulary
8 Looked
searchingly
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65

56

59
66

69
72
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9 Dove's sound
10 Chances
11 Identifying
symbol
12 Low card
14 Place of
protection
18 Bosc and
Anjou
20 Door fastener
24 Allots
26 Gym pads
27 Watery snow
28 Spotted horse
30 Certain TV
program
32 Certain
appellation
33 Singing voices
34 Slumber
37 Mah jongg
pieces
40 Accepted
42 Competition
45 Dress with great
care
47 Plant part

ANSWERS
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50 Leaflike organ
54 Test
56 Military look-see
57 Swerve
58 Man or Wight
59 Continent
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61 Places for
chemists
63 Sketched
64 Dispatched
66 Cup handle
67 Recline

